2017 CQWW DX SSB Contest
QRM
DX QRM
Licenced on 11/19/16...2E0EFS. LICENCED SINCE MARCH
2017...2EØIQW. Really really tough to go against the qrm the
bands where crazy busy...2EØLJZ. Could only work the afternoon on Saturday but enjoyed it all the same...2EØLYF. First
CQWWSSB contest...2EØMGP. Totally enjoyed the contest and
my best score to date...2EØVCC. First serious entry to this contest. I’m using a new antenna system: a long wire into an SGC
230 tuner. 50W power output only. A real scrappy contest, bands
only really open to Europe from my QTH...2E1BRT. Worked 1
contact 10W using 2nd call. Submitting so N1UR doesn’t get
penalty...2E1EPQ. Check log only...3B8CW. Thanks for the contest. Prefix 4E is a challenge...4E1A. TNX 73!...4L7AA. Very good
conditions. I had a lot of problems with the station. RF inside.
Listen very well to all but they did not listen to me. With 100W
impossible. Very sick the second night and Sunday I could no
longer speak. 40 degrees of fever. I’m so sorry. I tried but I did
not get lucky. See you in 2018...4XØT. Conditions were better
than expected...4X4LF. Checklog...5P9R. Note: Possible log
entry errors made on which band the QSO was made, in particular 40M QSO entries may have been on another band. Apologies
to anyone affected...6W1SU. Used QTH of Josh Walker,
6Y5WJ...6Y4T. I enjoyed the contest...7K1MAG. I enjoyed the
contest...7L1DST. Thank you very much for very nice contest...7L3SQL. I enjoyed the good contest. Tnx for a fine contest
again. IC-7600 (100W), Dipole (20mH)...7N2UQC. I enjoyed the
contest...7N4GIB. I enjoyed the contest...7N4JXR. ANT:
10&15M: 14mH 4-el, 40M: 14mH DIP, 80M: 13mH DIP RIG: FT991 PWR: 50W...8J2Y. Antenna disaster in high winds. Used all
verticals...8P2K. CQ Worldwide DX Contest SSB...9A1EA.
Unexpectedly good propagation on 10M on Saturday.
Unfortunately serious contest ended before the contest started
for me, the rotor on OB11-3 was broken and antenna stucked to
south! Better luck next time...9A2EU. Used 5W into 4-el quad.
Great opening to US. See you in CQWW CW! 73...9A4AA.
Wishing many dx and good propagations...9A4GD. Thanx to
everyone for QSO, VY 73!...9A6DDA. We were operating in
accordance with Contest rules and HAM spirit...9A6V. NO HAVE
MUCH TIME, BUT I LIKE TO PARTICIPATE TOO. MY KEYBOARD STUCK, KEEP TRYING...9M4CKB. Yaesu FT-920 & FT1000MP with Quadra Linear @ 400W Ants @ 27m (HF) 2-el
Lightning Bolt Quad (LF) Butternut HF2V. Many thanks to the
organisers. 73 to all from Borneo...9M6XRO. Newly Licensed in
Oct. 2017...9V1OW. FT-897 100W DP DP...9V1XX. 2015...
9W2JMW. 22/02/2016...9W2LRN. 15.08.2016...9W2SAF. 201508-11...9W2VPZ. PC had hard disk problem the first night. Luckily
I managed to recover it...9W6EZ. RADIO FT-857D...9W6ZUL.
SO HP ALL...A61QQ. FIRST TIME ON 20M SOSB
LOW!...A65CR. The high bands condx was better than expected, however low bands condx was much worse than expected.
Please rotate your beam to the western Pacific frequently...AH2R.
FIRST LICENSE 01 MAY 2017...AT2FI. Spent some time checking out the activity, all S&P. Ant: 40M dipole...AT5X. TKS NICE
CONTEST, CU AGN 73...BA4SD. OP BA9BF/6 NANZHIXUE...BA9BF. 10m high GP + LDG tuner. Exciting...BG5TOX.
2015/07/28...BG9NJY. Licensed in April 2017...BI4WOP. I
enjoyed the contest...BW/JP3PZG. Only did a few hours,enjoyed
better than expected condx...C44C. Fantastic propagation...
CB3LR. difcil propagacion para Sud America. 73 y Dxs...
CE5JZO. 100% S&P, but still good fun...CG1JS. Not bad con-

sidering the lack of sunspots...CG6LB. 1 hour at the end of the
contest. Thanks for the contacts, and good luck!...CG7CXZ. LIC:
43478 Feb/26/2015...CM8NMN. Too many issues before and during the contest. Congrats to EF8R team with great result! Thanks
for all who calling and spoting us. See you in the CW
part...CN2AA. See 3830...CN2R. Lot of FUN! We’ll be back next
year...CR5SSB. Band was full, was dificult to keep frequency
clear. Gave up on looking for multipliers on 2nd VFO on the first
day, almost made me lose frequency...CR6T. 22.05.2015...
CR7AMH. 2nd sent, error on year...CT1APN. The “Crash” of my
AT-50 was amazing!...CT5GOJ. RIG Icom IC-7300 ANT Dipole
PWR 100W...CT7AIX. Just played around a little bit...DAØAA.
Lizenz seit 21.10.2015...DB1BW. Nice contest, TNX and see u
next year. Vy 73 de Manfred...DC9ZP. Rookie, first licensed April
2016...DD6DR. This was great fun for us! We even attracted some
guys for contesting, so they joyned our operation and did some
QSOs or were just listening. Unfortunetly they made some mistakes so we marked the QSOs with “X-QSO” – hopefully it works.
Thanks for this nice contest!...DFØSAX. 2015...DF1MB. License
since 2017/05/22...DF2GL. Rig: Eecraft K3 & vertical antenna...DF3OL. 16.3.2016...DF4JM. Conditions OK. Twenty five
hours fun. Till next year! 73, Uwe...DF5BM. This time I entered
low power using K3 +100W, 3-el. Mini + dipole. I hoped to get
more distant DX in the log than with QRP, but that was not the
case really, although 10 and 15 were quite open...DF5RF. Sind
nicht alle Verbindungen, habe am Contest nicht aktiv teilgenommen...DF6QP. WWDX17...DF9RD. TRX Kenwood TS-2000,
Antenna Dipol MANY THANKS TO THE ORGANISERS AND
73...DG1RPU. Very nice contacts...DG1VR. Thank you for the
nice time on air. Good conditions. Nice contacts. Hope to meet
you again next year...DG2BHB. Wkd only with low (8m high) inv
v Multiband Dipol. PWR=10-50W. Many tnx all for your
patience!...DG3FK. This is the best contest of the world. Tnx to
all for calling me. Vy 73 de Geri...DG5MLA. Kenwood 570D, FB
53 Fritzel Beam for 10/15/20/40M, W3DZZ for 80M...DG5OBB.
PC war defekt...DG7DBR. Part time entry, testing the remote station...DJ2QV. TS130v + TL120 + AT130 MFB23 / FD3...DJ3GE.
Strange propagation, but lot of fun as always. Nice to meet the
friends on the bands agn HPE CU NEXT YEAR IN WRTC...
DJ5AN. It is my best result on 15M...DJ6TK. OFFTIME: 201710-28 1000 2017-10-28 1445 OFFTIME: 2017-10-28 1800 201710-28 2100 OFFTIME: 2017-10-28 2200 2017-10-29 0820...
DJ7WG. ICOM IC-7800, ACOM 2000A, 80M Monoband Dipol
Inv. V @18m...DKØAE. ONLY CHECKLOG...DK3GG. As usual,
major fall storm. High gusts. Antennas down. Just a 40M
Inverted... DK5D. Every day sees humanity more victorious in the
struggle with space and time. Guglielmo Marconi Kenwood TS50s
10W, 40m Longwire. Only storm Herwart impacted and disabled
the station for some hours when he added a few lightnings. 73
Hans...DK5OCE. License 12.12.2014...DK6MP. LISENCE 201306-08...DK9MOS. Thanks for organising!...DLØESA. Groundplane Antenna R 7 down in Storm, Contest finish...DLØGH.
CHECKLOG...DLØRO. Unfortunately my antenna became a victim of the storm...DL1BDU. Contest was great fun, log conversion in Cabrillo difficult...DL1MEV. Could only have a few QSOs.
Some ops have strange ways of working...DL1ONI. Ufb
conds!...DL1RPR. SO Single-Band (15M)...DL1SVA. Icom 703
plus, G5RV and GP, Mikrofon SM-20...DL2DWP. Some PC
crashes...DL2GMI. Good activity in Europe on 160M...DL2RZG.
Vy733 mny tx fer contest...DL3KDP. It was fun. No 10M

Conditions...DL4JLM. Check log...DL4LAM. Yaesu FT-DX3000
/ SteppIR / Loop 139m Umfang...DL4ZA. License since
December 2014...DL5LB. TRX ICOM 756 pro III...DL5ZB. CU in
the next PSK / SSB / RTTY Contest...DL6DJ. Good condx. CU
agn in cw part...DL7CX. Did it while on holiday with the family.
100W 40m Wire. Icom IC 7200A Had Fun...DL7ED. 21.12.2016...
DL7LL. Rookie 2016...DL7NV. Fun little sparetime-activity! 73,
Andi...DL7ZZ. SINGLE OPERATOR ROOKIE (HIGH POWER
ASSISTED) FIRST LICENSED IN OCT. 2015...DL8BFV. Little
Loc, but better as nothing!...DL8OAZ. Rookie License Nov.
2015...DL9CP. FT1000MP Field Vertical GAP Titan DX...DL9LF.
Year of License MAY / 09 / 2016...DM1MA. Lizenz 05/2016...
DM3BN. ROOKIE...DM4DS. 15 and 10M this year was very
bad...DM6HK. I have not logged the received zones...DM7MRE.
06.12.2014 ROOKIE...DO2HEY. The Best Contest - ever ever
ever...DO4TP. SOTA, 73...DO5TMM. 1. Licence 11/05/2017...
DO7DOC. Rookie license since 05/2015...DO7EE. TRX anttena...DO7ES. I had a lot of fun at the contest...DO8YX. Rookie
2015...DO9CW. Contesting with a very stormy night. For safety
reasons we had to lower our antennas for almost 12 hours. Finally
we are happy with our result. Great team and great weekend...DP6T. Only part time participation: Had to crank the antennas down due to severe storm in northern Germany from saturday evening until sunday late morning local time...DQ1P. Thank
you...DU1AVC. Great time was had by all...DU1HR. HAPPY TO
WORK A SMALL NUMBER OF STATIONS! INVERTED V @
20mh USING 100W...DU3/W6QT. 73...DU7HF. 20 March 2015
license # AT-NC 0978-15...DV1YAI. First License Issued April
2015...DV7DTX. Date of first license: 06/01/2016...DV7DYH.
June 1, 2016...DV7DYJ. Good luck to the contest 73...DX1EVM.
OCTOBER 9 2017...DZ1PUP. 14MHz was quite opened toward
Pacific area but not toward EU...E2ØNGF. Checklog...E74SL.
Poor propagation and not much time...EA1BP. Mono-operador
Asistido Baja Potencia CQWW SSB...EA1IC. My RADIO
LICENCE IS OF 15-09-2015...EA1ITX. It was a great contest at
home using Testing N1MM under Xubuntu was great...EA2CCG.
ICOM 7600 dipolo DX-B Alpha Delta o hy gain avq 14 + expert
1k...EA2DDE. Thanks to all operators!...EA2GM. CQWW SSB...
EA2XG. I had a lot of fun. Thanks to all. Till next edition!...
EA3BRL. Republic of Catalonia. New DXCC entity...EA3FHP.
CQWW SSB...EA3HWC. 22/12/16...EA3IAA. Nice weekend with
this fun contest! See you next year! RIG: Icom IC-706 MKII. PWR:
80W. ANT1: 10/15/20M-ECO AVT vertical. ANT2: 40/80M homemade dual band wire dipole...EA4DXP. CQWW SSB...EA4GOK.
ROOKIE 3-FEBRUARY 2016...EA4GUU. ROOKIE 16 JUNE
17...EA4GYR. CQWW SSB...EA4LG. Best 73 de David...
EA4SG. EL CONTACTO No15 NO HA PODIDO INCLUIRSE
POR NO DEJAR EL PROGRAMA - Z61DX 21Mhz. UTC-16:14
28-X-2017...EA5DIT. TS480, 100W, Vertical 1/4 wave 2 sloping
radials, El Trampoli beach, Denia...EA5GVZ. Antena Ground
Plane 100W kenwood ts 570d, Lic 2014...EA5IJG. GRID LOC
im97lx...EA5UJ. Icom IC-7000, AT 7000 Tuner, Multiband GPA
- 6.3m long, 5m high...EA6/DK5IR. LICENSE 9 JANUARY 2017.
CERTIFICATE: YES. LOCATION: JM19LI...EA6AMM. Not many
spare time unfortunately so I decided to do something really different (QRP on TB). This is the most difficult category you can
ever imagine. The chalenge was how far can I reach with just 4W
and inv. V. I can only get 1 of around 20 heard and called several times, and that was after repeating my callsign at least 10 times.
Unfortunatelly a big QRN from neighbour machine oblided me to
QRT. 73s All...EA6SX. Real holliday station. Antenna was inside
a small balcony!...EA7/OG55W. Even under the very low conditions the contest was pure fun. Looking forward to next year...
EA8/DJ6HL. La Palma Island Canary RIG: KX3 / 10W...
EA8/DL4KCA. CHECKLOG...EA8/OH1RY. After many years I
returned to participate in the CQWW SSB, I could not devote as

much time as I wanted, but I was able to give zone 33 to many
participants. 73 & DXs Luciano...EA8AM. KENWOOD TS-830S
DIPOLE WINDOM 80W...EA8AQV. LICENCE ACTIVE
29/01/2016...EA8DET. Yaesu FT-1000 MP M V and Dipole...
EA8OG. Only works 10 hours with a dipole very high propagation early next year...EB1EWE. Thanks for the fun to everybody.
The new 4 square for 80M turned out a killer array, it paid off all
the Imanol’s efforts. Thanks to Filipe CT1ILT for the RX and 80M
4 sqr antennas digital desktop control boxes, to Pablo EA4TX for
the ARS rotor control boxes, to HAMBUY (EC5AN) for the high
bands RX antenna and to Eider & Imanol (EC2DX) for hosting
this gang of crazy ops. See you all in the CW part. 73...EC2DX.
Thanks to all OM who listened and answered my QRP whispers...EC4AA. KENWOOD TS 2000 ANT. DIPOLE RIGID...
EC8AQQ. Big fun! Crowded bands, no so bad condx...ED3T.
Thanks for the QSO to all the partners...ED9E. 73 from the EE5T
Team...EE5T. A local electric QRM bocked me for many hours...
EF6T. As usual and since 10 years, I travelled from Brussels to
County Tipperary to erect my antenna park on top of a windy hill.
This year, just a week after Ophelia storm, the weather was better and I enjoyed spending 4 days in the fields to raise a lighter
antenna park than usual as my antenna trailer was still stuck in
the mud due to the past weather conditions. The fields were so
wet than each step was followed by a splash and sometimes I’ve
had cow mud up to my socks. Just after my arrival in Ireland, my
PC crashed and I had to buy a new one but here the keyboards
are QWERTY and not AZERTY, what an additional challenge also
but the main point is that I lost all my usual software. During the
contest, I experienced a decrease of sun activity as well as a
decrease of “Tropical” activity. I am sure that we are enjoying the
10 last years of good ham radio contest and I plan in the short
future to visit engineering universities and high schools to motivate students to join us. 73 from Olivier...EI1A. Amazing conditions. Working into PY with 5W easy. Must try QRP again...EI1E.
CQWW is like a fine wine or a dose of the flu - it is different every
time! Was mostly wine this time. Also, great to hear plenty of new
voices...EI4GNB. 100W into end fed antenna from IO51tu.
Licenced since 25 June 2015...EI5HZB. SD worked great,
besides PC crashing!...EI5KG. Great contest...EI6JK. Great test,
good condition...EI7M. YAESU FT-897D...ER2OW. RIG: FT-847,
ANT. GP 16.5m high, dipole...ESØDJ. 03.01.2017...EU1ADH. 73
GL! EU1W EW1I EW1NY EW2R EU2Q...EU1WW. Used FT990
100W + 2x41m Zepp...EU6DX. Fantastic pileup USA on 15 and
20M...EW6W. RADIO AMATER LICENCE N730240
11/23/2015...EW7BA. TS-590 HF-37 (10-15-20M) Inv.V (4080M)...EW7DK. Good contest...EW7M. 73!...EW8DX. 73!...
EW8G. FT-950 - Antenna center fed...F1RCH. Can’t wait for next
year!...F4ETG. trcv FT2000 + ameritron AL811H+ SPIDERBEAM
3...F4FFZ. 100W + dipoles...F4FLO. @F4FRF on twitter...
F4FRF. PETITE PARTICIPATION SPIDERBEAM 100W BONNE
CONDITION METEO...F4GLD. Locator: JN34AB TRX: YAESU
FT817 - Antenna 2x10m Horizontal Dipole...F4GSP. CQWW in
portable station departement 50 near Cherbourg.Weather was
quite nice and the propagation also. 88 to all stations contacted
F4HJC/P Sylvie...F4HJC. First ham licence: 22/02/2016...
F4HQO. Date of my ham licence june 2016...F4HRM. Amateur
radio operator certificate 30 April 2016...F4HSE. 6TH JUNE 2017
for first licensed...F4HXC. Felt a bit lonely during the first night as
the 80M antenna failed to work properly...F4KKE. F4VSE from
North of France - 100W, 7-el. and Delta loop...F4VSE. Great pleasure as usual!...F5JFU. Log submited too late. Just to confirm
contacts if needed for other ham and for learn the CQ challenge
principe. See you next year in time. Thank you...F5OPR. Had fun.
SSB is not my prefered mode, but had fun. Good to work more
DX on 80M than I ever worked on 80 SSB during 28
years!...F5PHW. Licensed on 27-08-2015...FK4QX. The rotator

under the XM240 and the C31XR is broken and the antennas
pointed to the East. A lot of hard works before the contest...
FM5BH. Ee enjoyed the contest :-)...GØAZH. Just played, been
ill so thought send a checklog...GØGFQ. Brilliant...GØMCV.
Running 10W into a 17m wire loop in the shack in Banbury,
England. Amazed at the contacts made. 1000 KM Belarus...
GØNVN. Good conditions. SD easy logging programme to use!
Busy contest...GØUKZ. 100W to an end fed. Lower claimed score,
but good fun...G1EIX. Great contest many thanks...G1PPA.
Limited time on the contest. Good fun...G2BKZ. Just giving a few
points away and chasing band slots!...G3PHO. Lots of very bad
quality signals, taking up acres of band space. About time some
DQ’ing was done, just as for Self Spotting...G3Q. Had problem
with RF upsetting CAT control and therefore some 21 & 28-Mhz
frequencies may be in error...G3SWC. Amazed at what can be
worked with just 3W and a vertical...G3WW. Strange conditions
on indoor folded dipole, lots of activity but not much real DX
heard...G3YRZ. Tx issues on Sunday so few QSOs. Conditions
moderate Saturday, good on Sunday...G3ZGC. Response to
request for a checklog...G3ZHL. Conditions better than 2016. 10M
patchy but some good QSOs. LF bands very good. SD used as
logger again. A very fast and simple program. Looking forward to
CQWW SSB 2018!...G4ADJ. Bands in good shape and very busy.
Pity no Pacific DX was heard. As always, SD Log was as reliable
as ever...G4ATH. 15M great, nice 10M opening to Caribbean from
Eu. Too many poor signals around...G4CWH. Just spent a few
hours but some good DX worked...G4DDL. Two days of good
conditions so plenty to work even on the “wet string” antenna...G4FKA. Better than last year...G4IUF. K3 to 20M inverted V
dipole apex @ 5m only 2m above ground at ends!...G4NBS. Rig:
Yaesu FT817, Ant: GAP Titan DX and Western DX 10 at 18 feet.
PWR: 5W hard work at 77 but great fun. Thanks...G4Q. I think
this is the first time I’ve operated a contest purely running S&P
rather than running as on low power with the band band conditions as they are, I wouldn’t be able to hold a frequency. Many
stations have mismatched transmit/receive capabilities. I missed
a lot of multipliers simply because they couldn’t hear me, despite
signals being incredibly strong and with no callers. It was a fun
contest and good to be back operating seriously again. Thanks
to everyone for the QSOs, points and multipliers...G6NHU. SENDING FILE FOR LOG CHECKING...G7IXU. This process is so
arcane. There MUST be a better way. Excel files pse...G8CYK.
Excellent conditions although predictions were bad...G8KEK.
Search n pounce. Good contest higher number of QSOs from last
year...G8ZRE. Submitted as a ckeck log, Great fun Thanks!...
G8ZZK. Amateur radio team teaching scouts how to enter contests...GB2GP. Great contest - poor propagation to the South with
Zones 34-39 missed...GI4T. Had a great contest no so good on
10M...GMØV. Another great contest enjoyed by us all. WX great
on the Friday but on Saturday and well into Sunday we had Force
9 gales. Three incidents over the weekend: Couldn’t get the cluster to work but was resolved 20 minutes before the start broke
and the director decided to spin around like a windmill was due
to the wind where a guy broke and our 10M beam came crashing down during the night, it was fixed by 09 2 Rookie operators
this year who took to contesting like a duck to water. CQWW SSB
is a great contest to learn contest operating...GM2T. Propagation
was better than I expected...GM3TAL. The usual gremlins played
their part before and during the contest. It’s becoming a tradition.
All sent to test us but we prevailed. Both main HF beams suffered
feeder wrap-around issues at the tower cages and one of the Icom
756 Pro3’s suffered loss of output power too 10 minutes before
kick-off. Standby 7300 replaced it. Conditions were actually pretty good but 15M stood out as being the band of choice. We had
amazing runs on 15M into NA. We welcomed 2 newbies to the
world of contesting too and they did a fine job. Highlight of the

weekend = a KH6 station working a pileup by numbers...GM6NX.
Basically an S&P Fest, but enjoyed it. I love SD’s new frequency, call tracking...GW4BVJ. Just testing my new Cushcraft R6000
antenna...GW4MVA. Thanks for the calls and QSOs guys! 73/DX
Joco...HA3OU. Rig: YAESU FT2000 Antennas: 5-el monobander
Long John Yagis for 28-21-14 MHz and 4-el. / 3 band Trival Quad
on 28-21-14 MHz. Lazy-H antennas for 7 MHZ (NW-SE/SW-NE)
NVIS for 7MHz N/S Single Quads for 3.5 MHz (SW-NE)/NW/SE/
+ NVIS for 3.6 MHz (N/S) Delta loops for 1.8-Mhz (NW-SE/SWNE) / K9AY Fine CONDX it was a nice surprise as 160M and 10M
both were opened. Sunday a strong orcan hit Hungary and no AC
voltage for more than 2 hours. Thanks for nice contest! Best
regards from Hungary! Charlie...HA4XH. First QSOs on 160m
:)...HA5DDX. IC 756 PRO III. 5W ANT: dipole & beverage...
HA5NB. SSB is not the mode for the living room when family at
home...HA5X. Contest Expedition to HBØ using all portable
equipment. QTH was a bit tough as surrounded by mountains.
Still a lot of fun!...HBØ/DD5ZZ. Single Band 15M...HB3YRU.
LICENSE SINCE 2016-02-27 ROOKIE RHEIN RUHR DX ASSOCIATION...HB9/DK6PB. Elecraft K3 and KPA500 500W, Ant:
Force 12 C-4s (2-el.)...HB9AA. IT’S MY FIRST PARTICIPATION
ON THE CQWW PLS TELL ME IF I HAVE MISTAKES...HB9DTV.
Thx for organising. First sending a log. Feedback is welcome...HB9FWO. First license date July 9th, 2015...HB9FXU.
2015...HB9FZB. Just some points for others...HB9GNB. The log
of runSTN took VFO B QRG instead of VFO-A...HB9H. FOR
CHECK LOG ONLY 73S DE DOM...HB9HLI. I had only small time
to participate. Conditions where good during the two days. RIG:
ICOM-7200, 100W, Ant: 2-el. SteppIR and 40/80M Trap Dipol 2
x 13m both antennas 12m over ground. Tnx to all behind, cu next
year es 73 de Rudolf...HB9MXY. Icom IC-7000, FD3...HF95OSP.
FT DX 5000 MP + OM 3500 HF + KT34XA I had many problems
on 2nd day because of a heavy storm with 130km/hour windz :(
73!...HG4F. IC756 PROIII + PA, YAGI, dipoles...HG500A. ICOM
756 pro 100W 3-el. yagi GP-s dipoles...HG5ØØE. Hope better
conditions next year...HI8PJP. Assisted...HK3J. My first contesting from Rep of Korea. Thanks to my host, Lee, DS4EOI...
HL2ZDA. Thank you every stations for every my score. See you
again on the bands...HS8LVC. Grande partecipazione anche se
dal mio punto di vista la propagazione la propagazione non e stata
gran cha con i miei dipoli mi ha permesso di fare la mia partecipazione grandi cose...IØBYR. ENJOY THIS CONTEST. HOPE
TO HAVE MORE TIME TO OPERATE IN THE NEXTONE...
IØPNM. QRP ELAD FDM DUO. Pwr: 5W, Ant: calculated tap 39m
long 10m high for all bands...I2BPP. A serious test to my new
high-bands setup. Passed. Still work to do for the low bands (40
and 160) but I had a lot of fun already...I2WIJ. 10M closed, 15,
20 and 40M ok. Given the propagation I thought there would be
less activity. More than a few interesting QSOs. Rig: YAESU
FTDX3000, no amplifier, power about 90 / 100W. Ant: 40M AVT4
ECO (G.P.) - 15 and 20M TA32 Jr. Mosley...I3LTT. My QRP station: Renger 2950 + attenuator to get 5W output, my antenna:
Yagi 4-el. monoband for 10-20M from the ground. The propagation was beautiful, but my luck was to meet the powerful stations
operated by OMs great availability, which made the result of this
interesting LOG...I5KAP. Few QSOs. S&P just countries and
zones. Inverted vee, K3, PA...I8UZA. Our first time ever in M/S
Low Power. Running and working multipliers in SSB, mostly on
crowded bands and pileups, was really suffering. Unexpected very
good 10M conditions on Saturday...IB9T. Great fun on Saturday,
a little less on Sunday. Thanks to MOMOBEAM for the excellent
performance antennas...IF9A. Checklog...II3E. Amazing condition after few years.Tons of U.S. stations were so strong here
even if the propagation cycle is going down. I had fun even if my
score could be better if I was able to catch a few more multipliers...II8M. All ok...IKØEBA. Rigs = Sommerkamp FT-7 (QRP or

+ 100W Booster) or IC-718 or MFJ-9420 (QRP) Antenna =
Inverted-V Dipole Max Power Used = 100W...IKØVWH.
CQWWDX SSB CONTEST 2017...IK1TNU. This was fun, but
QRP was tougher than expected. Thanks to all who stuck with
me...IK2CFD. Fun experience with my new Sunsdr2pro...
IK2XDE. Con una antenna verticale multibanda non si possono
avere troppe pretese. Divertimento garantito...IK3SSW. Nice
propagation on 15M...IK4LZH. TNX 4 ALL 73s...IK4OMO. Only
15 min, just for test my old rig, a TS830s...IK7LMX. Weak propagation to operate in QRP, but I spent some fun hours.
73...IK8YFW. TS950SD + TL922 (only 1 tube! 400W) Antenna
dipolo 2DBQ...IN3AHO. License granted on March 7, 2017...
IN3GYN. Low profile dipole Elecraft K2 5W and patience...I
N3HUU. Little time for salut problem good propagation and good
partecipation. FTDX-3000d 100W antenna vertical iz0zio mike
heil Pro Set 6...IN3UFW. I am in contest in category multi with
other call (IR3Z)...IN3XUG. Beautiful contest...IO1C. FT 2000, FT
920. TH3MK4, 12AWQ, 2 VERTICAL IN PHASE 40M, DIPOLE
80M AMPLI HM...IO9R. Specifichiamo che per motivi tecnici abbiamo operato con un solo trasmettitore...IQØRU. SOAB LOW
POWER SSB...IQØWV. Tnx...IQ2XZ. Yaesu FT-1000 Mark V,
Yagi 10-20M, Dipole 40M, Morgain 80-160M...IQ3WW. Good
Contest...IQ8BB. Again great fun in a nice group of friends.
Thanks for calling us. 73...IR4X. Busy band, difficult to find a free
space to make calls. In 160M you will hear only 50 stations. For
a few minutes I reached a peak of 260 QSOs / hour the rates in
the afternoon were also great with 140 QSOs / hour. Get a higher score in recent years. Total real activity 24 hours. Dipole 1015-20M and inverted V 40-80-160M, Icom IC-7300, Amplif 500W,
QARTest...IR9Z. 10M completely closed. Only 38 QSO, never
seen in CQWW...ISØXDA. Salve a tutti grande attivita al prossimo contest. 73 de Vito...IT9CTG. Ottima Propagazione grazie a
tutti 73s...IT9DVZ. SOMBANDLOWPOWER NOT ASSISTED...
IT9FRX. 15-06-2015 FIRST DATE OF HAM LICENSE...IT9GDN.
73 de Ted...IUØCNI. IU1FSL S.O. OVERLAY ROOKIE LIC
28/7/2015...IU1FSL. The date first licensed 31 / 03 / 2016...I
U1GNA. IUI1JCZ General authorisation issued on 10 / 07 / 2017...
IU1JCZ. 02 / 04 / 2016...IU2GDC. Licensed 25 / 05 / 2016...I
U2HEE. License from date 21 / 12 / 2016 Authorization tx date
22 / 02 / 2017...IU2IGX. This is my first contest. A nice experience... IU3GJD. License date 2014 / 07 / 15...IU4DAF. Category
- ROOKIE 06 / 10 / 2016...IU4HRJ. Licenced 25 May 2016...
IU5HES. 73 and Ciao...IU6FUB. Licenza 18 / 06 / 2016...IU8HEP.
LICENCE DATE 23 / 03 / 2017...IU8IZA. RTX ICOM IC-756 PRO
III, ANT: ULTRABEAM YAGI 3-EL. 6-20M. TOWER 9m. 500W
from an ACOM 1010...IWØBCF. RTX DRAKE TR-4C ANT. YAGI
3-EL. 10 / 15 / 20M. TOWER 3M, 300W...IWØBLW. This contest
participation seems to me a handicap race I did not feel very well,
anyway I installed the temporary station at my country home:
TS2000, PA ACOM 1010, Vertical antenna home made 16, 5m,
JC4 remote tuner. Meager propagation, 500W out and the vertical are not the best for this contest but for less than 24 hours in
a beautiful and quiet location, far from the town, it was a good
experience. 73 de Giovanni, Monte Argentario / Tuscany...IWØGTA. Little time available, only in the 160M band but as always
great fun. Thanks to all...IW1CBG. Poco tempo a disposizione,
ma divertito!...IX1CVF. FUN CONTEST WITH GOOD PROPAGATION...IZØDXD. GOOD OPENINGS ON 15M. Great Contest.
GREAT FUN! YAESU FT2000 - MIC 10 VARIOUS DIPOLES.
300W...IZØIRH. I was very impressed about 15M band propagation I experienced Sunday afternoon! Few QSO because of time
contraints but worked also new countries with much fun...IZØZFK.
Wonderful contest! See you next year...IZ1MHY. Little time for
the contest, but much fun...IZ2FNI. TX CODAN 9360 and RX
Softrock Ensemble...IZ2OOS. It is the first time as SO HIGH. I
had a lot of fun...IZ4AKO. AMAZING CONTEST!...IZ4VQS.

ALWAYS A BEAUTIFUL EMOTION THE CQWW PECCATO
FOR THE LITTLE HOURS OF ACTIVITY CAUSED WORK MA
MAQQ A BEL LOVE, GOOD DX AND THE NEXT YEAR 73 DE
ALDO...IZ8DFO. Very great and fascinating TOP contest great
participation and good propagation, pity having to leave the contest because of problems with the antenna. Inevitable contest,
appointment to the next edition hoping to improve score and setup
and have no problems. Thanks to the stations that have had the
patience to connect. 73 ‘de Giovanni...IZ8GUQ. Grazi per questo
splendido avvenimento!...IZ8NWA. Few QSOs for fun while transiting to 7O land. (S53T)...J28ND. CNDX was not so FB,but I got
so so QSO...JAØBJY. It was fun!...JAØCLB. I enjoyed the contest...JAØIXW. I enjoyed the contest...JAØLNS. 100W...
JA1AZR. FT-1000 100W 5-el. Yagi Dipole...JA1BNW. I enjoyed
the contest...JA1CCX. Thank you for QSO. Because of an injury,
it was short time participation. But I enjoyed. See you next contest!...JA1CRJ. I enjoyed the contest...JA1DBG. In preparation
for typhoon, so going QRT, Hi...JA1DCO. I enjoyed the contest...JA1FFB. Tnx! nice contest...JA1FWS. I enjoyed the contest. 70 70...JA1GHR. I enjoyed the contest...JA1IAW. I enjoyed
the contest...JA1JNM. I enjoyed the contest...JA1JRS. I enjoyed
the contest...JA1KIH. Radio: YAESU FT-817ND Antenna: Mobile
Whip...JA1KPF. I enjoyed the contest...JA1NFD. I enjoyed the
contest...JA1OHP. This is check log Use multiple lines if needed...JA1QAD. I enjoyed the contest...JA1QML. I enjoyed the contest...JA1RTX. I enjoyed the contest...JA1RYC. I enjoyed the contest...JA1UII. I enjoyed the contest...JA1UOA. I enjoyed the
contest...JA1UXV. I enjoyed the contest...JA1XZF. Hello. To a
dear friend We were able to have big pleasure by contest operation this time also. We appreciate that pleasure of ham radio is
given by the staff of a contest organization, and many friends in
the world. We will continue contest operation in the future, and
we will meet you again. Sincerely, JA1YPA/JA1PEJ...JA1YPA. I
enjoyed the contest...JA2ATE. I enjoyed the contest...JA2GTW.
I enjoyed the contest...JA2HBK. I enjoyed the contest...JA2HOL.
Tnx FB Contest!...JA2HYD. I enjoyed the contest...JA2HZA.
Thanks...JA2IXS. Aich Preficture 20...JA2JWH. ICOM IC-7100
100W OUTPUT Inv Vee 12 AVQ Triband Vertical...JA2KKA.
ANT: 40M-14m high DIP RIG: IC-741S PWR: <5w...JA2MWV. I
enjoyed the contest...JA2QPD. We enjoyed the contest!...
JA2YCK. I joined this contest only in Saturday. But not in Sunday
by Typhoon...JA3AOP. Air condition of 15M band was somewhat
good. I used a simple dipole antenna, but I enjoyed this competition with it...JA3BBG. Rig: Collins KWM-2A, 3-el. Yagi...
JA3DAY. I enjoyed the contest.but cobditions were bad...
JA3EBT. I enjoyed the contest...JA3ENN. I enjoyed the contest...
JA3FRI. RIG: IC-7600 + HL-1KGX. ANT: CD-78jrV (DIPOLE)...
JA3HBF. I enjoyed the contest...JA3HIL. I enjoyed the contest...JA3KDJ. I enjoyed the contest...JA3PFY. I could enjoy the
very wondeful contest...JA3QOS. I enjoyed the contest...
JA3WNJ. I enjoyed the contest...JA4BEV. I enjoyed the contest...JA4DQX. I enjoyed the contest...JA4DWG. I enjoyed the
contest...JA4EVN. I enjoyed the contest...JA4EZP. Log for
checking only...JA4JBT. Conditions were not good, but I
enjoyed...JA4OPW. I enjoyed the contest...JA4RWN. I enjoyed
the contest...JA4TUJ. I enjoyed the contest...JA5QJX. I enjoyed
the contest...JA6DJS. I enjoyed the contest...JA6GPR. I enjoyed
the contest. First attended this contest...JA6ONQ. I enjoyed the
contest...JA7BEW. I enjoyed the contest. Condx were not good...
JA7KED. I enjoyed a contest with a short antenna...JA7KQC.
Very fun of having QSOs this year. Thank you...JA7LLL. I enjoyed
the contest...JA7QQK.I enjoyed the contest...JA7QVI. I enjoyed
the contest...JA7RPC. I enjoyed the contest...JA8AZN. I enjoyed
the contest...JA8CXY. I enjoyed the contest...JA8DJY. I am glad
to be able to participate in a 2017 SSB and Tks for everybody to
QSO that its my ANT is no good condition due to oncoming

typhoon. Also Tks for management of CQWW contest to yours
everytime...JA8KSW. I enjoyed the contest. FTDX5000. Ant: 4el. Yagi...JA8TGD. I’ve met a lot of old friends through the contest...JA9CCG. I enjoyed the contest...JA9EJG. I enjoyed the
contest...JA9GEW. I lost 80/75M and 20M antennas by Typhoon
#21, so I had to be in 21-MHz single band...JE1CKA. I enjoyed
the contest...JE1COB. I enjoyed the contest...JE1CTL. I enjoyed
the contest...JE1GZB. I enjoyed the contest...JE1KDI. I enjoyed
the contest...JE1REU. I QRV on 80M single band low power. The
condition was very bad as a last year. Because I have a very
heavy Chinese OTH lader QRM. 2016 was 810 points. This year
was 2027 points. 2015 was 2210 points. 2014 was 1610 points.
2013 was 1748 points. 2012 was 1242 points...JE1SPY. I enjoyed
the contest...JE1VTZ. I enjoyed the contest...JE4ADO. I enjoyed
the contest...JE6ETZ. I enjoyed the contest...JE6PVG. I enjoyed
the contest...JE6TUP. I enjoyed the contest. I would like to have
fun next year...JE7KJG. I enjoyed the contest. I do my best on
the next time...JF1LKL. I enjoyed the contest...JF1LMB. I enjoyed
the contest...JF1NZW. I enjoyed the contest...JF1OVA. I enjoyed
the contest...JF1RFZ. I enjoyed the contest...JF1RYU. I caught
a cold while contest, so my physical condition was bad. And propagation too...JF1TEU. I enjoyed the contest...JF1WLK. I enjoyed
the contest...JF2CTY. Thank you all stations!...JF2FIU.
FTDX3000M (50W) Whip on my balcony 20m high...JF2KWM. I
enjoyed the contest...JF2WXS. I enjoyed the contest...JF3JSZ. I
enjoyed contest...JF4XUT. I enjoyed the contest...JG1GCO. I
enjoyed the contest...JG1ITH. FTDX-5000 (100W) + 1/4 Vertical
75M...JG1LFR. I enjoyed the contest...JG1MIJ. RIG: FT991M
ANT: mobile whip License Japanese 2nd class...JG1NCL. I
enjoyed the contest...JG1RET. Great contest! Looking forward to
participating in the contest next year...JG1TUC. I enjoyed the contest...JG2RFJ. Dear Friends Thanks for reply my weak signals.
Rcvr: Homebrew DualConv Superhet Xmtr: Homemade 6146
20W (14MHz), Homemade 2E26 10W (7MHz) ANT: Invisiblewhip
up 35m...JG3EHD. I enjoyed the contest...JG4AKL. 100W...
JG5UWK. I enjoyed this contest,Tnx! Rig: TS-480HX 200W ANT:
4-el., 2-el. Yagi...JHØILL. I enjoyed the contest...JHØMXV. I
enjoyed the contest...JHØROS. I enjoyed the contest...JH1BHW.
I enjoyed the contest...JH1EVD. I enjoyed the contest...JH1EYM.
Thanks for the QSO in the contest...JH1FNU. I enjoyed the contest...JH1GLJ. I enjoyed the contest...JH1HDE. I enjoyed the contest...JH1JNJ. I enjoyed the contest...JH1LEM. I enjoyed the contest...JH1LZU. I enjoyed the contest...JH1OGC. I enjoyed the
contest...JH1OVY. I enjoyed the contest...JH1PHK. I enjoyed the
contest...JH1SUU. Thanks for nice QSOs...JH2GZY. I enjoyed
the contest...JH2JNU. I enjoyed the contest...JH2KKW. Condx
is very poor. I enjoyed the contest...JH2RMU. I enjoyed the contest...JH2XQY. OATH: I swear using QRP 5W out. RIG: IC-7300M
Power down. ANT 4-el. CQ (21/28MHz), 7MHz DP...JH3DMQ. I
enjoyed the contest...JH3GMI. I enjoyed the contest...JH3JSJ. I
enjoyed the contest...JH3OXM. Great contest...JH4UYB. I
enjoyed the contest...JH6QIL. I enjoyed the contest...JH7SSJ. I
want to do my best on the next time!...JH8CLC. I enjoyed the contest...JH8CXW. I enjoyed the contest...JH8GEU. 2 Toki-City
JAPAN TS-7300 @50W...JH9DRL. FTDX-3000 DP 5-el.
Yagi...JI1ALP. I enjoyed the contest...JI1JPJ. Date of First
License of Operator Issued : 03 August 2015...JI1NZA. I enjoyed
the contest...JI1RMZ. I enjoyed the contest...JI1RSF. I enjoyed
the contest...JI1RWG. I enjoyed the contest...JI1TYA. 2016 / 10
/ 28. I enjoyed the contest...JI1XOH. IC-7800 with IC-PW1, 10m:
4-el. CQ, 15m: 4-el. CQ, 20m: 6-el. Yagi, 40M: 4-el. Yagi, 80M:
Sloper...JI2ZEY. I enjoyed the contest...JI4WHS. I enjoyed the
contest...JI7EMD. I enjoyed the contest...JI8BUR. I enjoyed the
contest...JI8XLD. I enjoyed the contest...JJØNSL. I enjoyed the
contest...JJØPJD. FT817ND 5W with mobile whip. Thank you for
picking up my weak signal...JJØSFV. Rig: YAESU FT-

847...JJ1HHJ. I enjoyed the contest...JJ2TKX. I enjoyed the contest...JJ5GSY. Power 200W...JJ7PMS. I enjoyed the contest...JK1LSE. I enjoyed the contest...JK1NJH. I used power less
than 5W...JK1TCV. I enjoyed the contest. 15M is check
log...JK1WSH. Rig: K3, IC7300 Ant 20m high HB9CV Ant 18m
high 4-el. Yagi...JK7UST. I enjoyed the contest...JK8CEE. I
enjoyed the contest...JK8VPQ. I enjoyed the contest...JM1LRA.
I enjoyed the contest...JM2LHB. I enjoyed the contest...JM3QIS.
I enjoyed the contest...JM3UJJ. I enjoyed the contest...
JM7WWH. I enjoyed the contest...JM8BYN. I enjoyed the contest...JM8FEI. I enjoyed this contest. Short time...JN1DNV. I
enjoyed the contest...JN1PRB. The actual maximum power output used is 5W...JN3DMJ. I had so much fun...JN6AVV. RIG: FT2000D ANT: 8m high HB9CV DP...JO1SIM. I enjoyed the contest...JO3QVT. I enjoied this contest. 4QSO on 21MHz. These
are check log...JP1LRT. I enjoyed the contest. RIG: IC-7000M
OUTPUT: 50W ANT: HF15CL...JP3KPJ. I enjoyed the contest...JP3MFV. I enjoyed the contest. My amp was out of order
only 2 hours after starting time...JQ1ABC. I enjoyed the contest...JQ1ARQ. I short time the contest...JQ1COB. I enjoyed the
contest...JQ1LPT. I enjoyed the contest...JQ1PCT. Many thanks
for the nice contest...JRØBUL. I enjoyed the contest...JRØDZH.
TNX FB QSO 73!...JRØJOW. I enjoyed the contest...JR1EEP. I
enjoyed the contest...JR1EMO. Worked only one day, bcs
typhoon 22nd...JR1EMT. I enjoyed the contest. Thank you...
JR1JCB. I enjoyed the contest. Thank you...JR1JRW. I enjoyed
the contest. JST-245/DP. ATU + Wire...JR1LEV. I enjoyed the
contest...JR1MEG. My first participation by SSB...JR1MEU. The
condition wasn’t good. I enjoyed having QSOs. The maximum
output power in the contest was 5W...JR1NKN. I enjoyed the contest...JR1QBA. 50W Portable...JR1USU. I participated at Mobile
Car Shack from Iwakura-city Aichi-pref. Output power is 40W...
JR2AAN. I enjoyed the contest...JR2BCF. I enjoyed the contest
by QRP...JR2EKD. I enjoyed the contest. Thank you...JR2EUE.
I enjoyed the contest...JR2KQE. I enjoyed the contest...JR2MIN.
TS590, DP...JR2MIO. I enjoyed the contest...JR2PMT. I just
enjoyed operating near Mt. Fuji before my business trip to Tokyo
thanks to Hiro, JR2SCJ. This was a part-time effort. Maybe next
time for a full time!...JR2SCJ. I enjoyed the contest, Thank
you...JR2WLQ. I enjoyed the contest...JR3JRI. IC-7600 KPA500
500W I cannot on air first day because of a typhoon...JR3RIU. I
enjoyed the contest. IC-7600 + IC-PW1, 3-el. Yagi...JR4CTF. I
used QRP (5W)...JR4DAH. I enjoyed the contest...JR6HYO. I
enjoyed the contest...JR7ASO. I enjoyed the contest...JR8ORC.
I enjoyed the contest...JS1BIB. I enjoyed the contest...JS2DLR.
I enjoyed the contest...JS2PHO. I enjoyed the contest...JS6SRY.
Operated from Uruma, Okinawa, Japan. Typhoon Saola mostly
wrecked my plans to participate as it was a direct hit on Okinawa
on Saturday. It was too windy the next day to get much of an
antenna up, but I managed to squeeze in a few QSOs with my
KX2 and AlexLoop. Thanks for running the contest! Originally
licensed 29 September 2015...JS6TQS. Icom IC-7300, 90W,
monoband dipoles...KH6DH. Thanks to Alex, KH6YY, for letting
us use his station...KH6J. K2WR = YANKEE CLIPPER CONTEST CLUB...KH7CW. Check log only...KL7KK. AK150 AnnUS
Terr SE Opr Kotlik School RC One student made 1st ever contact...>KL7RST. Very poor condx, few dx, still enjoyed contest!...LA2AB. Worked with receiving apex loop for the first time.
Helped a lot on 160, 80 and 40M. 6-el. logaygi on 20M, k1wa array
on 40M and vertical loop on 160M. Dipole on 80M. Had a rather
windy day. Happy this was not a field day...LA4C. We rented a
cabin at locator JP60EE and temporarily installed 7 antennas. The
best antennas we had were 3-bander Spiderbeam and hexbeam
on 10m high masts, last year the best we had was 2-el. VDA for
15M band. Another improvement from last year was one power
amplifier available. This allowed us to triple QSO count. Finally

we could even get “big gun” feeling with sucessfull runs towards
Europe and North America. Saturday evening brought nice surprise on 10M with South American stations coming quite strong
to Norway. It was very nice contest with some funny and pleasant moment...LA4O. Thanks to LA4HC for letting me use his fine
station again. Fine conds despite the low SSN, but few stations
worked in AS/OC, no 160M, some CAT/logging issues and no
40M on Sunday. Still, a good contest with 43 hours of good fun
and new personal best score...LA6VQ. Licensed from December
13, 2016...LA7IJ. Good conditions!...LA8OKA. Check log...
LA9PJA. Big respect for all radio amateurs who use legal output
power and clear outgoing signals. And big shame who run over
legal output and did big havoc on a bands with a dirty outgoing
signals. Thanks for contest!...LB1AH. Just a few QSOs for fun.
No time this year, but great conditions!...LB4CD. Very tough 160M
because QRN, many repetition needed. Prop was often one
way...LU2DKT. <www.lu5mt.com.ar>...LU5MT. LU contest
group...LU6DU. Too few time to enjoy it, 10M was OK, 40M was
disappointing, and very high local QRN all weekend killed
80M...LU8EHR. Nice contest, not good conditions but exquiste
food...LU8YE. Solo 28 mhz...LW7DJ. Good condx on 28
MHz!...LW7DX. Thanks to Luxembourg for being so nice, friendly and welcoming :)...LX/G1TPA.Was very good propagation, but
as i had some problems on 40M with my antenna, i changed on
Saturday night to high power, so it was half low and half high
(500W) but nice conditions on all bands...LX1ER. First 20 minutes of contest, was lively. After that, heavy. It was hard to call
many multiplers, in particular A44A, which I did not do
:)...LY2BMX. ICOM IC-7300 100W. Delta Loop TNX for Contest
GL ,73...LY5CB. 73...LY5I. TX: Icom 756 pro + 300W PA, RX:
Perseus SDR sync. with 756 pro, TX Ant: T vertical ( top at 15m)
with 6 elevated radials each 7.5m RX Ant: Phased array with small
magn. loops and short dipoles. Assisted: OH2AQ DX
cluster...LZ1AQ. CHECK-LOG...LZ1HW. Checklog...LZ4SU.
Enjoyed as always, propagation not so good on 20M this
year...LZ5Z. ICOM 7410 ANT: MULTI DIPOLE PWR: 80W Svetlin
- Svet...LZ7MM. RIG: SKY-SDR , ANT: DIPOLE, VERTICAL...
LZ8U. Main Contest Antenna down so used wire OCFD...
MØCVO. I enjoyed using SD Thank you...MØHHG. 1st every
entry...MØHMS. Just giving some points away, nothing serious
this year...MØHOM. Thanks to those who struggled with my QRP
signals...MØJBA. Operated from my mobile station :O)...
MØKPD. Tremendous activity. Great to see the contest activity
improve the propagation! Good to see 15M in good shape, and
to catch some South Americans on 10M. Almost 1,000 Qs made
on 40 and 80M alone!...MØMCV. ICOM IC-7300, Delta Loop
Antenna, 100W TNX for Contest! 73, GL...MØNPQ. It was a great
contest...MØNPT. 10M WAS DEAD WORTH GIVING IT A
GO...MØRBE. FT897D, G5RV & 80W...MØSDY. Bands in good
condx, casual search and pounce working some DX and giving
away some points...MØTAZ. Licenced since 26 / 04 /
2015...MØTWB. Holiday operation, very enjoyable /P from Mill
Lane, Yafford, Isle of Wight PO30 3LH (IO90hp) EU-120...
MØXJP. FT-902DM into Palstar HF Auto tuner feeding 1/2 G5RV
for all bands...MØYGB. Great contest lots of DX. Thank You
everyone! 73...MØYKS. First licenced 25 / 04 / 2016 90W pep &
half-wave end-fed vertical...MØYRX. I had a second radio and I
have submitted all contacts made BUT am only entering my QRP
contacts. I ONLY used a 3W homebuilt single band rig for 40M
contacts. Would like a certificate if possible saying it performed
quite well!...MØZJQ. Is it just me? I kept getting squeezed
between very poor signals and had to move around a lot to hear
the weaker DX. Other than that I had a great weekend...M1C. On
and off for 6 hours at home...M1DDD. Fun but not a serious
entry...M1N. K3, 5m wire, Win_test Only part time, see many
friends! 73 Kazu MØCFW / JK3GAD...M5Z. First ever con-

test...M6LVC. Hi...M6LXF. 73...M6OPU. My first attempt at a
transmitting contest. My target was new countries and maybe the
Americas. 5W is a big ask to cross the pond on ssb, so I was
chuffed to get a Zone 4. Come the spring CQ-WPX, with a better
aerial and maybe /P, the world will be my oyster, well the world
will be limpet at least. Rig is a KX3 with an end fed 23m long wire
at 7m height. QSLs will be very much appreciated :-) Tnx to the
many stns who worked hard to read my call. Tnx to Wythall ARC
for helping me get my foundation license this Spring. Tnx to everyone who made me a very happy bunny this weekend...M6SSV.
Our 2nd MM SSB entry since the reformation of the group with a
new team. Once again in memory of Bob, G4BAH, who created
the station. Some high winds came through on Saturday night,
but we survived!...M6T. Licence 20 / 05 / 17...M6TTZ. ROOKIE
OVERLAY - M6YTU FIRST LICENCED APRIL 2016...M6YTU.
Very difficult conditions heavy QRM with some stations using
same freq...MIØAIH. Good to see 10M open to SA and 15M was
wall to wall signals...MI4I. Superb conditions this weekend for a
low power entry...MM1E. Good fun...MM3T. Checklog, single op,
single band. Steve...MWØVRQ. Rookie passed Foundation 26th
August 2017, 5W QRP station and 1st contest...MW6KGY. QRP
was a killer at these band conditions...NH6AB. Operated on generator, no internet, ate MREs...NP2N. After surviving two cat 5
hurricane...NP2Q. Better conditions than expected...OA4SS.
Licensed on 20th of October 2017!...OE1ABV. 2016 / 12 /
01...OE1GAQ. Participated again with vertical antennas from my
6th floor corner balcony...OE1HHB. Storm in Austria with shorttime gusts up to 140 km/h This year, I was not QRV on 20M band.
More activity on 10M band than I expected...OE1VMC. Nice contest, but very windy (storm warning) here on Sunday. Conditions
wasn’t really good. Sorry...OE2IJL. Had to merge 2 wintest-logs,
as one PC crashed during the contest...OE2LCM. Did some
antenna testing and comparison with good results but had to leave
for great periods because of severe storm on our hilltop location.
However, still could achieve a new OE-record...OE2S. Thank u!
i enjoy this contest every time. 73 Mike...OE3MDB. What a surprise to see 15 and 10 open, when we expected the worst. Great
pleasure to meet so many old friends on the air. CU 2018...OE5T.
Due to later QSO looks my log changed some rcvd Zones to 59
+ 30 nw NO #...OE8TTR. Found unexpected nice conds, wish i
would have had more time beside family...OE9MON. A couple of
QSOs on 40 before moving to 20M single...OF1AF. Quite good
conditions compared to sunspot cycle, thanks for the QSOs!...
OF1F. Nice contest!...OF1TD. Forcing 21 MHz low power into
14/28 MHz yagi feeds with a tuner...OF2MZA. Testing wide-band
5-el. (28.0 - 29.7 design) up 7m. Great condx!... OF3BCX. I had
focus on multipliers this time. Hence, as many country multipliers
as QSOs. Propagation was quite nice, even 10M was open for a
while...OF7KA. Propagation was quite nice. Worked with quick
installation delta loop...OF8JIX. Leisurely operation with proper
sleep! Conditions surprisingly good, a couple of nice W/VE runs
on 15M (Sat) and 40M (Sun post-sunrise)...OHØX. Received
zones not logged because I only gave points to others...OH1HD.
Yagi with 10 ms pattern reverse (relays). A nice low-power experiment...OH1QX. Rookie, licence Jan. 21 2015...OH1XFE. Rig
Kenwood TS180S, antennas Cushcraft R5 vertical and W3DZZ
trap dipole...OH2HZ. 73...OH2IS. Received zones haven’t been
logged because I only gave points to others...OH3RB. CHECKLOG...OH5XB. 20 / 08 / 2015...OH5Y. I don’t like SSB contesting, that’s for sure. Normally I participate SSB contests just to give
out some points and to do some experiments with my station. This
time I was testing my newly built stack of three TH7DX tribanders.
It was nice to see that antennas performed well especially when
you need low take-off angles. With the help of this new setup I
managed to work several stations from zones 3, 4, and 31 during
the late Saturday evening & night via polar path opening on 15M.

A special thanks to WA6TQT, KH7M, VE6FI, NH6V, KH6J,
NH6JC, VE5PV, KH6CJJ, K7ZS, WØAIH, WØCP, and AA9A to
realize that I wasn’t from Asia but from EU and your patience to
pull me out of noise. I was able to hear dozens of other US stations during the evening & night on 15M but unfortunately they
were doing S&P and therefore no opportunity to make QSO with
them. The last US stations on 15M were audible here as late as
23 UTC (02 AM local time). CU in CQWW CW! Jari...OH6QU.
First date licensed 2nd of February 2017...OH6UX. High fever on
Sunday morning caused the op to go QRT...OH8X. Used
Synthesized Voice Keyer: <www.youtube.com/watch?v=
CDPJp72oSiU>...OK1FIG. FT1000MP MK5F INV.L...OK1JOK.
Kenwood TS570 PA HM 300W ANT Vertical...OK1KMU. Rig:
Kenwood TS-590S 100W, ant 15m LW...OK1PX. Icom IC7000...OK1XBF. TS-820, ant. - LW...OK2BRQ. IC 728...
OK2BRX. Transceiver FT950 at 100W...OK2PBG. GOOD CONTEST WITH MANY STATIONS. SEE YOU AGAIN FRIENDS.
TCVR: 70W, ANT: LW 40M...OK2SWD. ts590s,100W, gp7dx...
OK2TBC. Transceiver TS590S (Power 100W)...OK2UHP. RIG:
FT817ND, 5W out, ANT: vertical 15m high...OK2VWB. GOOD
CONTEST WITH MANY STATIONS. SEE YOU AGAIN
FRIENDS. TCVR: 70W, ANT: LW 40M...OK5SWL. Transceiver:
TS2000 (100W) Antenna: FD4...OK6O. FT1000MP, ACOM 1010
700W Yagi, dipol, beverage...OK7O. At Sunday morning, wind
storm destroyed electricity supply to my QTH...OK7W. QRV 19
hours only :-( Heavy wind above 140km/h arrived just in the middle of the contest and destroyed my vertical and receiving SAL.
So, see you in the next contest! 73 Richard...OK8WW. KX3 5W
LW42m...OL4W. TX: 100W, ANT: DLOOP...OM5WW. Licence
issued on 5th March 2015...OM8ADM. Otava 77...OM8AHJ. 80
W, triband dipole...OM8JP. Great conditions all weekend, even
10M had some openings!...ON3AR. 04 / 02 / 2015...ON3PGL.
Nice contest...ON3VS. 2017 / 04 / 11...ON3WM. Great prop on
15M like in the old days!...ON4APU. Very nice contest and beautifull QSOs...ON4KMB. ENJOYED THE CONTEST, NICE TO
SEE MY STATION STILL AUDIBLE IN ZL. SEE YOU NEXT
YEAR...ON4TO. FIRST LICENSED ON 27 / 01 / 2016...ON5IA.
It was fun to work in the contest and contact many good operators. The propagation was only moderate but I could work much
good DX. Till next year. 73 Leon...ON5WL. Yaesu FT-950 100W
Ant R8 + W8010...ON6AT. A VERY NICE CONTEST...ON6LO.
THIS IS MY FIRST ATTEMPT TO SUBMIT A LOG. i AM NOT
FULLY FAMILIAR WITH EITHER THE LOGGER NOR THE PROCEDURES TO SUBMIT LOGS...ON8ZA. A pleasure on 20M. Lost
tme like every weekend when there is a contest, family matters...OP1A. Was fun as always...OQ4A. Very nice propagation!
Exept JA whas a problem! Thanks to everybody who gave me
points and multipliers! See you in the next contest 73, Martin...
OQ4Q. Just 15 hours playing around, so not a serious effort! Best
rate 420! CU AGN ON CW...OT4A. Thanks to all ops + excellent
logistics and catering team...OT5A. IC-756 PROIII, Fritzel
FD4...OT7E. Hard work with QRP but fun...OU2V. Operated from
EU-030, locator JO75jg...OV5TC. My station: Kenwood TS590SG, Ant: 40-10M: Mosley TA 63 @ 22m (70ft), 80M: Dipol @
20m (66ft). Log: N1MM+...OV9ØEDR. Rig: K3, 600W, Ant:
Vertical 80M Loop...OZ3SM. Keyword to good QRP results,
Antennas, antennas ... the antenna in use was a inverted 1/2 wave
dipole for 80M, with the feedpoint up 30m (100 feet). Besides the
worked stations, several stations from the far east and North and
South America was hard...OZ6OM. OZ7D is the short call of the
EDR, often used for contesting, where the OZ7EDR is in use for
ordenary QSOs from the EDR HQ. This time manned by OZ1OM,
OZ1CQ & OZ2CQ...OZ7D. 10M not open for me...OZ8CT. Score
is well down from 2015, mainly due to 10M. But great stateside
runs on 40-10M compensated. Love the Classic category!...P49Y.
De hulp van ger was weer onontbeerlijk...PAØAA. ONE OF MY

FAVOURITE CONTESTS. KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK,
THANKS...PAØLIE. A contest to quickly forget, flu brought disaster to my operation, then blocked sewer asked for attention and
repair took quite some time so when returning no more stations
to be found on the preferred band. Hope CW part will be more
fruitful. 73 to all, Nico...PAØMIR. 5W only amidst of all kW splatter is a challenge...PAØZAV. Just made a few QSOs with QRP
FT-817 and an End fed Sloping down to the east. Thank you for
the activity in the contest...PA1B. Many, many stations, always
fun, even for a few hours. CU next year!...PA1BX. Could not take
part all hours. Enjoyed every QSO!...PA1P. Used SD for post contest logging...PA2CHM. Nice contest...PA2CVD. CHECKLOG...PA2REH. After 45 years of service my t4-xc stopped 7
hours before end of the contest...PA2TMS. Nice contest...
PA3CJP. Nice to give the CQWW SSB on 160 a try using my new
160M antenna...PA3DTR. 100W dipole...PA3GEO. Thx everyone 73...PA3MRO. After 16 years of absence, I enjoyed my participation in this year’s CQWW. It was fun to build and prepare
the antenna systems. I was able to use a friend’s premises and
farmland to set up a nice station to enter in the SOSB 80M. Always
a nice challenge. Good conditions, crowded band and hardly any
sleep. Good fun!...PA4WM. Hope this file will do I join it for a couple of hours, fun...PA7TT. First Licensed 28 May 2015...PA9S.
Only 1 vertical antenna...PBØACU. First cqww...PC1Y. Not to
much time this weekend but worked a lot of DX stations...PC2D.
First time...PDØARY. Icom 7800 steppIR db18e up to 15m
20W...PDØPIW. Operator’s restricted Netherlands Novice class
amateur and QRP Station. RIG: YAESU FT-817ND, PWR: 5W,
ANT: SWL 25 Hy End Fed. Thanks for a nice contest!...PDØPMS.
First entry, LICENSE since September 7, 2016...PD4BER.
Licensed on 20 september 2017...PD5ML. ROOKIE started 26
january 2017...PD5WSQ. 2015 / 06 / 01...PD9MK. Many thanks
for the contest...PE1LTY. Dear OM, YL, All QSL post by the buro
pse. Very nice contest this year. All QSOs made with 5W and a
dipole. 73...PE2K. Rig: TS590S, barefoot, average output 50W
in this contest. Antenna horizontal dipole for 15-80M bands 5m
over ground 17m long. Bad propagation on 10M this time.
Nevertheless great activity on other bands. Many thanks for the
contest. I enjoyed it very much!...PG1R. Just for fun, 60 Qs on 20
with only a End Fed wire antenna. on Saterday and my SteppIR
in repair made a serieus entrance impossible, hope to meet you
all next year...PHØAS. A lot of fun every year...PH7A. Super
weekend! We busted our old club record, made mistakes, learned
a lot and above all had FUN meeting many old friends. Short report
on <www.pi4com.nl>. Look for PI4COM in the CW contest...
PI4COM. Kindly regards from DLZA.NL Braban...PI4DLZ. 6 YLS
HAVING A LOT OF FUN CONTESTING! NOT BEING SPOTTED
IN THE CLUSTER MEANT WE EARNED OUR QSOS ALL OURSELVES. PROUD 2B PI4YLC! SEE YOU NEXT YEAR :)...
PI4YLC. FT857D Long Wire Antenna 100W...PP5FMM. CDR
GROUP...PQ2HX. Great contest to take part. Thank you all and
see you on next one!...PR2W. 25 / 01 / 2016...PU1JMK. MY
FIRST CONTEST!...PU2URP. First license: May 2016...
PU4ENY. 05 / 09 / 2017...PU5RTM. AGOSTO 2015...PU8RFL.
License in 26 / 05 / 2015...PV8AJ. Mosley 3-el., 3-band beam 10,
15, and 20M at 25m high and rotative dipolo for 40M at 20m
high...PY1SX. 2016 / 12 / 19...PY2FRQ. It was really a pleasure
to run 100W at the G5RV. God bless u all! 73! Best...PY2KQ.
CDR Group...PY2MP. Propagation condx very bad...PY2TI.
Labre Rio Grande do Sul...PY3AA. Our second visit to PZ for CQ
WW Phone and this time we moved up to the MULT 2 section.
We decided to try and get the maximum out of the available antennas which involved many hours of designing and building the necessary filters and switching systems which was all brought to the
site from the UK. Amazingly it all worked flawlessly and we are
very pleased with our score. Thanks to our host Ramon, PZ5RA,

who kept us supplied with all we needed for our week’s stay including a large number of beers to keep us cool...PZ5K. TNX
73!...RØAA. TNX 73!...RØAK. 73!...RØCAF. 2016 / 03 /
03...R1BBL. TCVR - FT897d, 100W, ANT: Cushcraft X7, 21m
up...R1BCE. 73!...R1TE. 06 FEB 2017 first license...R1ZM. Icom
IC-7000...R2ADF. TNX 73!...R2AOD. Rig: Flex-5000A, Ant:
G5RV...R2AX. SE 6861/12 Symm Dipole...R2DAW. 2016 / 05 /
11...R2DS. 73! TNX...R2EL. KALININGRAD RADIO CLUB...
R2FAF. License received 2015 / 05 / 19...R2FAT. TNX 73!...R2FI.
Elecraft K2 Flex-1500 Wire Antennas...R2LAC. FT-2000 + PA
400W + AD-335 + IV 40-80 FT-897 + PA 400W +RR-33 + IV 4080 + D-160...R2VA. MNY TNX, 73...R3LC. GL! 73!...R3PIQ. TNX
73!...R3RZ. FT897D, 100W, ant: LW...R4AC. TNX 73!...R4CO.
TNX 73!...R4IB. I make corrections on one QSO...R4LAK. Since
04 May 2016...R4PCI. TNX 73!...R5DZ. FT 817 5W ANT
A3S...R7KO. TS-870SAT, ANT-DL...R7KX. 73...R8TT. 73!...
R9AM. TNX! 73!...R9CZ. TNX 73!...R9OCP. 73!...RAØUJ. TNX
88...RA1ANM. 73!...RA1OHX. IC-746 PRO DELTA LOOP 80M...
RA2FO. Yaesu FT-450, 100W, dipole...RA3DGH. My balcony
antenna 4m over ground tilted trap 4-band dipole work!...
RA3DQP. 73!...RA3EA. 73...RA3RBL. Good contest! HPE CU
AGN 73! de Alex...RA3RLJ. FT-570D...RA4LY. 73 and GL!...
RA6XB. TNX 73 73!...RA7M. IC-780 PWR: 90W 73!...RA9FEL.
73!...RA9UAD. 73!...RC9AR. TS480, Windom...RD8O. DXCC:
South Shetland...RI1ANO. 73!...RJ3F. FT857 Vertical
loop...RK3E. TNX! 73!...RK4FAO. TNX 73!...RK9ULD. TNX,
73!...RM4HZ. 73!...RM4R. Thanks for the contest!...RN3B. Icom
IC-7300...RN5A. Ant A3S, GAP TITAN DX RX/TX FT-950 Power
100W...RQ2Q. TX/RX - TEN-TEC omni VI, 100W, ANT: Yagi 1421-28 MHz (3+4+7 el.)...RQ6M. Sorry, TRX crashed...RT3F.
Worked SO2R, IC-7600 and FT-1000D (5W) Ant: 2-el. QUAD, 3el. YAGI Delta 165m. 40M: 6-el. Caliniar. 80M: 4-el. Caliniar...
RT4W. 73!...RT5C. K3, 2xPA-1KW, 10: 7el. + 8-el. + 11-el. yagi,
15: 3x7 stack + 4el. 20: 3x6 stack + 7 el. + 3 el. 40: 4-el + delta +
3-el. (EU). 80: 4sqr + delta. 160: 4sqr + delta...RT5Z. IC-746, Delta
loop, RH-4010...RU3XY. Yaesu FT-857D...RU3YAA. TS590
100W, Spider 5 band...RU4LM. TNX 73...RV7M. TNX! 73!...
RV9CQ. Yaesu FT-2000, PA-500W, Cushcrsft-R8, AD335-Yagi,
IV...RW1C. IC 706 5W...RW3AI. FT-897, Inv Vee 80/40M. 73! de
Alex...RW3VM. IC 746, LW...RX3VF. Greetings from Crimea!
73!...RX7K. TNX 73!...RZ3ARO. Many thanks, 73!...RZ3DOT.
QTH Domodedovo Eupopean Russia...RZ5D. IC 7600 40-2CD
EX-14...RZ7L. 73!...RZ9AD. 73!...RZ9WU. TNX 73...RZ9YN.
Just testing antena! Works OK...S5ØR. 11.5.2016...S51CT.
200W and vertical!...S51DX. Nice opportunity to increase DXCC
challenge rating. And some rest from FT8 73 CU...S52D. Another
great contest. Thank you!...S54MTB. FT847. ANT: DIPOL...
S59D. Only worked for a few hours but got some new bands and
countries...SA6BET. YL Operator...SI3A. FIRST TIME, GREAT
FUN AND FINALLY NEW QTH! WILL BE BACK IN 2018 :)
CHEERS CHRIS...SMØO. 73 de SM5SIC...SM5S. IC751A &
AT500, ANT: FB-33 DIAMOND W-375...SN5G. Had to terminate
transmission due to wind storm 73!...SN5O. Heavy wind during
contest forced me to lower antennas on Sunday evening and as
always there were loosened rotator screws. Nice conditions, all
bands opened, 15/20M crowded, 40M crazy mess like always.
SO2R and some automation. 73 and see you next contest season 2018...SN7D. First licensed date: 042 July 017...SN9MT. Trx:
FT 990, PWR: 250W, ANT: delta = 82m up 9m...SO4ØSONDA.
First licensed on March 31st, 2015...SO5T. Licensed since 201710-10...SO6XL. Radio 2 EL QQ 20-15-10M 80 MONOBAND
DIPOL ANTENA VERTICAL 7-BAND...SP1DMD. My TX IC751a
= 80W + ant. delta loop...SP1FPG. TRX: TS-990. PWR:
200W...SP1JQJ. 06 / 07 / 2015...SP2AWJ. FT1000MP...
SP2KPD. OT-16...SP2NBV. SD is very comfortable to contest...SP2TMT. FT757 100W balcony GP...SP3BES. 2017...

SP3DBM. IC-765 + SB-220M...SP3GTS. Rig: IC751A PWR:
80W, Ant: Dipols...SP4GHL. IC756 100W TX ANT T vertical RX
ANT Beverages, SAL30HM...SP5CJY. The conditions were good
but not for QRP. Done better than in 2016 anyway...SP5DDJ. I
think the score is not too bad for a dipole 6m high in the garden
as antenna. Fortunately the noise level was very low...SP5ENA.
RIG: TS-480, PWR: 100W, ANT: GP MV-10 SANDPIPER...
SP5TIM. Licensed 13.01.2015...SP5WIT. IC 735 60W +
LW...SP5XXX. 13 QSO 40M CHECK LOG Single Operator 20M
non assisted LP 100W dipol 2x5m h=45 FT1000 MP Mark V
100W...SP6DVP. No CAT. QRG is accidential...SP6HEQ. TX:
YAESU FT-991. PWR: 100W. ANT: DX-88 ALL QSO = 220...
SP6RTX. License valid from 12-10-2017...SP6SNJ. TRX: Icom
IC-735, 100W, ANT: dipole...SP8CGU. RIG: TS440S...S P9BMH.
TRX: IC730 50W, ANT: 1-EL DELTA LOOP E-CERTIFICATE
YES...SP9KJU. 73s!...SP9R. RIG: FT-450AT. ANT: GP...
SP9RTL. First radio licence 30.06.2017...SP9SMD. TRX: IC738
+ PA ZZ-750 450W ANT: 82.5m...SP9ZHR. My first licensed date
is 31 / 03 / 2017...SQ3ESP. First licenced 25 april 2015...SQ3MIS.
20.04.2016...SQ4FDK. TRX: FT-950, Antennas: VK2ABQ,
W3DZZ, INV-L 160M...SQ5PMB. 18.01.2016... SQ6PTR. First
license - 8 April 2016...SQ8VPS. 10.10.2017... SQ9GOL. First
radio licence 13.03.2015...SQ9PUW. Icom IC-7000, Delta
Loop...SQ9ZAY. Pikra DX Club Thessaloniki... SV2BXA. I
enjoyed the contest...T88CJ. 73...TA2ACW. 73 & TNX...TA2BS.
73s...TA2OQ. 73...TA2OTT. My first contest. I like it...TA2RN.
73s...TA2XX. ICOM 7600, 7-EL. 3 BAND (20, 15, 10M) HOMEMADE YAGI...TA3AER. 31.05.2017 BEST 73 FROM TURKEY...
TA3ODG. Thanks for contest...TA4ALQ. THANKS TO ALL. 73...
TA4LYL. 73s de Ali...TA4RC. Tnx 73...TC29EKM. Checklog...
TF3SG. Always fun taking part in CQWW. CDX could always be
better, but it’s a challenge. until next time, 73...TF3T. Second year
of fun in the WW SSB as Rookie op. Cu next year! 73...TK4RB.
1ST TIME TRYING SO2R IN PHONE. IT KEEPS VERY BUSY
AND INTERESTING. FUN CONTEST AS ALWAYS...TM3Z.
GOOD CONDITIONS, FINE PROPAGATION ON ALL BANDS...
U1BA. TNX 73!...UAØIHY. RIG: FT-817. POWER: 5W. ANT:
40/20/15M DELTA LOOP 80M, LONG WIRE 42M, BATTERY:
12V X 7AH, SHACK: THE TENT AT BURN HILL...UAØSBQ.
73!...UAØSE. TNX 73!...UAØXAK. ICOM-718, ANT: INV VEE
FOR 160, 80, 40M, HUSTLER, LW 160M...UA1CUR. IC-756 pro2
+ 1el. Delta / 90W...UA1ZJV. TNX 73!...UA2FHZ. RIG: FT1000MP. ANT: 4-EL. BEAM...UA3ABJ. Tks, 73!...UA3BL. Tnx!
73!...UA3IVF. 73!...UA3OQ. TNX! 73!...UA3PP. 73!...UA4QK.
73!...UA4SJO. TNX 73!...UA6BFE. TNX. 73...UA6HLN. Great
activity compensated for the sun’s inactivity. Operated at UP2L
for some 20+ hours, then had to go back home. The boys did a
great job. Mats SM6LRR turned out to be a great guy and operator. Welcome aboard Mats! 73! Willy...UA9BA. ic-7410...
UA9OMT. TNX 73!...UA9SMU. 73!...UA9SUV. 2017-02-09...
UB1CCA. Date of issue radio amateur licence 03.02.2017...
UB2FBY. In CQWW DX CW CONTEST 1988 y I was as UB4IZH.
73! DX! Oleg (UB50734221)...UB4IIQ. TNX 73!...UC7C.
73...UD4FD. TNX 73!...UF1M. RIG(s): K3 + PA 1kW; ANTENNA(s): 11-el. LogYagi 10/15/20M...UN7LZ. 73!...UN8PT. 73!...
UN9FWW. 73...UP2F. TNX 73!...UR2LX. SDR-1000, 20W, ant
G3XAP...UR3QTN. TNX 73!...UR4QFP. IC-775DXII...UR5E. IC775 DXII...UR5EDX. TKS for Contest...UR5EFL. RIG(s): TS
870S; ANTENNA(s): Cushcraft A3S, dipole, vertical...UR5EPG.
TRX Tulip 20W. ANT: zs6bkw...UR5IPW. 2016.03.04...
UR5UKW. RIG: IC-760PRO; ANTENNA: Inv Vee; 1-el. SP3PL...
UR5VAA. 2015-11-17...UR6LF. TNX for good contest 73!...
UR7HN. TNX 73...USØFF. TNX for CONTEST!...US1IV. TNX
73!...US5LOD. TNX. 73!...US6IKF. THX 73!...UTØNB. ICOM IC7000 ANT: Long Wire...UT1ZZ. TX/RX - FT-950 Ant - XL-222...
UT3RS. TNX 73!...UT5CB. 73!...UT5CW. Operetated from GRID

JI61PF Luanda ANGOLA CQ ZONE 36...UT5EKF. Ten meters
still alive. Perhaps thanks to 5 elements QQ antenna...UT5UT.
2017.01.16...UT5WAA. TS-480SAT HEX-beam...UT6HX. SW2013, GP, Dipole...UT7AT. TRX - MiniYES + PA 100W, Ant - Vert
Delta 85m...UT8AS. IC-756 PRO3; 4-el. Yagi...UT8UF. SunSDR2
Ant GP...UT9EZ. TRX: FLEX-3000, OCF Dipole Antenna Manu
thanks for great contest! Sorry, just one night was available for
contest!...UW1U. TNX! 73!...UX1CL. YAESU FT-450D...UY1IP.
Rig: icom 756 @ts-590 ant 160&80 inv.v & gp 40 3QQ 22 up 20
4qq & 4qq 15 6QQ, 10 6 qq...UZ7M. Replaced all antennas
destroyed in hurricanes IRMA and MARIA, new ones seemed to
work...V47JA. Licensed 14-Nov-2014...VA3ASE. Peterborough
Amateur Radio Club...VA3MYC. ROOKIE - FIRST LICENSED
2016 OCTOBER 6. THIS WAS MY FIRST MAJOR CONTEST,
AND I HAD A BLAST IN SPITE OF MY INEXPERIENCE AND
LIMITED EQUIPMENT. I APPRECIATE THE PATIENCE OF THE
OTHER OPERATORS. I’LL BE BACK FOR MORE!...VA3TTB.
First licensed Dec 10 2015...VA3TTZ. Grey Line Propagation
made for short, but Fantastic Qs on 160M during this years contest. Very low noise made for an enjoyable CQWW contest. Thank
You to all...VA3XO. First licensed September 15th,
2016...VA6IKR. Operating remote over Internet with solar
power...VA7GI. Visitors: Dan VA2DJ and his DAD Joe, Greg
V3EYGG, Al VA3ERE and Oshan VA3WNO A great contest working DX as well as North America. The VE3DC bunch had fun getting everyone to understand the Sea to Sea, C2C on the end of
the call. This was our Special Event Call for the 150th Birthday of
Canada as well as our 85th Anniversary of the Hamilton Amateur
Radio Club. Murphy struck in that 2 of our antennas were unusable, but we were still able to use the others to make a good go
of it. Thanks to our great operators, the many other operators from
all over the world that gave us contacts and also the many US
Hams that worked our sometimes difficult Special Event Call. It
was great fun but we will be glad to go back to using VE3DC hi
hi. 73 Rick VE3BK...VC3C2C. Conditions were way better than I
expected. Great long openings to Europe on 15, 20 and 40. Even
10M was a surprise especially on Sunday afternoon when all the
Caribbean expeditions were on, as well as many from Brazil popping out of the silence. It had more of a 6M feel. Looking forward
to CQWW CW operating from Vancouver Island...VC3X. K9EL is
not a member of YCCC...VE2BWL. One more DXpedition to Zone
2 behind. 1700km driving to Zone 2 through mountains of Northern
Quebec. Came to Sept-Iles in 2 days in advance to CQWW SSB,
during this time were installed 4 SQ on 80 and 2 SQ on 40 under
strong rain and windy weather. Conditions on 14 and 21 was better than expected. Thanks for great help to Rob VA2RDK, Frank
VA2FGG, Yuri VE3DZ, Max VE3CCN and to all who called me
during CQWW. 73, Igor VE3ZF...VE2IDX. Hopefully I will have
more time available next year!...VE3FTM. Licenced January
2017...VE3ISG. First contest...VE3LBG. Set up at the local conservation area and had a great time!...VE3LMS. Licensed date
03/23/2017...VE3MJD. December 30th 2015...VE3MZD. Spent
most of Saturday fixing an intermittent Balun on a KT36XA and
the putting it back up! Glad I did 10/15 were R&R Peter...VE3PN.
Home from ship due to passing of my father. Some QSOs to his
memory...VE3RCN. First Licenced 08 FEB 2017...VE3SCN.
REMOTE - K3 / Optibeam marginal conditions here...VE3UTT. I
have resubbmitted this and I forgot to check the rookie box previously...VE3XKZ. Vertical and dipoles with 100w TS590S. 15
hours but still fun...VE4EV. My first time submitting. Obtain license
in March 2016...VE6FRD. The 40M band continues not to provide the required performance we keep on working for. At our
QTH the 40M prop door is one way. European stations deliver S9
plus signals to our 40M yagis at over 100 feet, yet they continue
to CQ in our face, not even a QRZ again. The window when we
can gain access is very short here, less than 30 minutes...VE6SV.

Operating from VE6JY...VE6WQ. I had a lot of fun in the limited
time I had for the Contest. Most of my 20M contacts were done
on a vintage FT-101Z and FT-897D on 80M. I used my classic
IC-751A for my 15M contacts. 73 Gerry...VE7BGP. Band went
completely dead so I gave up early. Not a serious effort...VE7GL.
Very new to the contesting. This is the first log I have
entered...VE7WGJ. Early in the contest I hear W2##. I give him
59-01. With his voice dripping with contempt and sarcasm he
respends with “This is the CQ World Wide Contest. We give zones,
not serial numbers.” Just when I thought I’d heard it all...VE8NSD.
Excellent conditions for a change...VE9HF. Conditions on 40-10M
surprisingly good, especially 40 and 15M. 10M was also a real
surprise with openings to Asia, Europe, and North America. 80M
was poor and also high static levels with very few stations
heard/worked. Nothing heard on 160M. A great and very enjoyable contest...VK2BJ. It was good to see some NA to VK openings on the 10M band...VK2GR. Actual TX Power: 100W Excellent
conditions. Would have been great if my newly erected HB35c
had worked. I used a 40-20M dople at 25 feet...VK2LEE. ONLY
4 MONTHS NEW, FOUNDATION LIC OBTAINED 30 JUL 2017.
WAS VERY HARD WITH LOW POWER, “AGAIN AGAIN” WAS
SO COMMON COMEBACK. ICOM 7300 WITH A G5RV ON A
BUSH BLOCK HELPED...VK3FMMB. It was great to get a 10M
opening to the east coast USA in the last hours...VK3GK. For this
contest, only time for a few QSOs. Conditions on 40M band were
surprisingly good. Hope to have more time, for the next contest.
73s from Ron...VK3IO. Good fun contest nice to see 10M open
to US in the final hours...VK3MEG. Actual TX Power: 100W First
Licensed 4th September 2015...VK3TNL. 80W, very difficult conditions. 73...VK4AFU. Actual TX Power: 100W...VK4ATH. Bands
came alive so good fun...VK4CL. Checklog only...VK4ZD. Great
contest and helped my DXCC count! 25 new SSB & 3 ATNOs.
Tks CQWW SSB...VK5GR. Hard going from South Australia this
year...VK5LTD. Actual TX Power 100W...VK5MK. Actual TX
Power: 100W. Location very noisy this year...VK5UE. Operated
from my vehicle near a local lake with a boot-lip mounted multitap vertical. The number of stations on 15M was wonderful and
making QRP contacts was fun...VK6FLAB. Contest entry dedicated to the memory of Nick VK6VAX...VK6RT. 40 & 15M were
open. 20 & 10M showed no activity at all!...VK6WX. A few hours
each day. Conditions not great but fixed up some more antennas
at the remote!...VK7GN. Tough conditions on 15M on Saturday...
VK8RD. Conditions better than I expected. D3 Dipole Ant at 30ft
with 500W. 73...VO1BQ. First time from Harbour Rock at Turtle
Creek in Turks and Caicos Island. Some challenges with band
conditions, but overall a great contest. Station location was in
great shape, especially after Hurricane Irma struck the island only
a month before. Great group effort and looking forward to many
additonal years...VP5W. Icom IC-707, Carolina Windom antenna, 40-10M Yaesu Tuner FC-700...VU2DED. RIG: TENTEC 540,
ANT: LONG WIRE, 70W...VU2NXM. 3 RD CONTEST...VU2YVK.
03/30/2017...VU2ZMK. License Date: 03-03-2015...VU3ESV.
MY LICENCE WAS ISSUED ON 7 NOV 2016...VU3OXH. First
licensed as a radio amateur on 10th May 2016...VU3WBB. My
licence was issued on 29 July 2016...VU3XIO. DATE OF FIRST
LICENSE 20-05-2016...VU3YPP. We approached this contest
with modest expectations. We expected to be louder as we were
transporting an amp north, and we had some ideas on how to
improve antennas. The amp arrived in good shape, but the handcarried 3-500Z didn’t as it appeared that the anode and cathode
were shorting. Placing the amplifier in a non-standard position did
allow for operation but originally only on 80M and 40M. On the
second day, it decide to work on 20M as well! Our 80M vertical
dipole did allow us to get on the band and we could hear lots of
stations, but alas, we were not heard. 40M sloper and 20M Moxon
together with the 5 band R5 vertical did okay for us. This year we

added a rotator for the Moxon and that improved the 20M situation. On 40M, the 61 Qs is by far our best effort on that band and
while we didn’t expect anything out of 15M the 3 contacts yielded 6 mults. The stars did align on the operating front and for the
first time, we could maintain 48 hour coverage. So, our modest
expectation was to beat last year and a hoped for 200 Qs but in
the end we more than doubled that and hopefully exceeding that
of 2015. It’s a modest score in comparison to other multi-single
efforts, and our efforts will never overcome the reality imposed by
a latitude of 80N and a location that is measured in 10s of kilometers from the geomagnetic pole. Our thanks to all that dug us
out of the noise! In keeping with the educational component of
our day jobs, we also are introducing some of our colleagues to
the thrill of contesting. Some may have noticed a new “voice” from
time to time. 73 de VE3KTB and VE1RUS...VYØERC. Great contest!...VY2GF. Rookie first licensed December 2015...WH6FAM.
GREAT PROPAGATION ON 20M, THE BIGGEST PILE UPS
EVER! GOOD FUN...XE1B. Was a real new experience to make
a contest, with friends and SWLs enjoying a wonderful venue.
Around one QSO per person :-)...XE2NL. Better station next
year...XE3WM. Great Weekend, Enjoyed The Contest...
YBØANJ. I am very happy join this amazing contest again...
YB1IM. Thanks for all station DX hpe cu agn soon 2018 bye
73...YB3IZK. we are YB3ZBD - KEDIRI DXC TEAM - CLUB STATION ORARI LOKAL KEDIRI, all we are the best, goodluck to the
next contest, 73...YB3ZBD.www.padang.qrzyb.com... YB5C.
ODKS DX TEAM...YB7KE. We are member of YB3ZBD - KEDIRI
DXC TEAM - CLUB STATION ORARI LOKAL KEDIRI, all we are
the best, goodluck to the next contest, 73...YC3BLJ. Bravo
ORARI LOCAL KEDIRI and DX TEAM...YC3GOQ. We are member of YB3ZBD KEDIRI DXC TEAM CLUB STATION ORARI
LOKAL KEDIRI, all we are the best, good luck to the next contest, 73s...YC3TEN. Member of YB3ZBD KEDIRI DXC TEAM
CLUB STATION ORARI LOKAL KEDIRI all we are the best, good
luck to the next contest, 73...YC3WIS. Yg penting
Bergetaaaaaaar barang kaka tu... Rr...YC6BDD. Good Contest
73...YDØRLX. YD1FZM NRI 15163822 VALID THROUGH
29/10/2017...YD1FZM. This is my first partisipation in this
test...YD2EEE. We are member YB3ZBD Kediri DX team cq...
cq ... cq... dirumah...YD3RJL. We are member of YB3ZBD
KEDIRI DXC TEAM CLUB STATION ORARI LOKAL KEDIRI,
goodluck to the next contest, 73...YD3VRY. ODKS DX
TEAM...YD7MHZ. ODKS DX TEAM...YD7MIB. The license
belongs to me as the first amateur radio in effect August 2016 and
will end in August of 2019...YD8UXV. FIRST LICENSED DATE
12 JANUARY 2017...YD8UYJ. 04 august 2017...YD9ATS.
28/04/2016...YD9YSS. We are member of YB3ZBD KEDIRI DXC
TEAM CLUB STATION ORARI LOKAL KEDIRI, all we are the
best, nice dx contest and goodluck to the next contest,
73s...YF3CYT. TNX, 73!...YF3DQD. First licensed February 3rd,
2015...YF3WIL. Member of YB3ZBD KEDIRI DXC TEAM CLUB
STATION ORARI LOKAL KEDIRI, all we are the best, good luck
to the next contest, 73...YG3CYS. We are member of YB3ZBD
KEDIRI DXC TEAM ORARI LOKAL KEDIRI, goodluck to the next
contest, 73...YG3DFB. We are member of YB3ZBD - KEDIRI DXC
TEAM - CLUB STATION ORARI LOKAL KEDIRI, goodluck to the
contest, 73...YG3DML. LICENSED SINCE AUG 22TH,
2016...YG3EDM. My second DX CONTEST with KEDIRI DXC
TEAM YB3ZBD, QRV from CENGKRONG BEACH TRENGGALEK. BRAVO ORLOK KEDIRI - ORLOK TRENGGALEK,
73...YG3EKK. We are member of KEDIRI DXC TEAM - YB3ZBD,
ALL WE ARE THE BEST. 73...YG3EOQ. We are member
YB3ZBD KEDIRI DXC TEAM CLUB STATION ORARI LOKAL
KEDIRI, this is my first joint CQWW DX CONTEST, nice dx contest, and goodluck, 73s...YG3EOY. We are member of YB3ZBD
- KEDIRI DXC TEAM - CLUB STATION ORARI LOKAL KEDIRI,

all we are the best, goodluck to the next contest, 73...YG3EQC.
This is the first time joint CQWW DX Contest, joint work YB3ZBD
- YC3ZBQ , enjoy with DX Contest, Good luck to the next contest, 73s...YG3EZN. 73 Sorry for late log...YL2IP. Greetings from
Borcelik Amateur Radio Club!...YM3VBR. Icom IC-7300 90W, HM
trap GP. 73 Szigy...YO2IS. NO PROPAGATION...YO2LXW.
ICOM IC-730, PWR 100W, ANTENNA DIPOLE...YO2MJZ. TS590 + HLA 300 PLUS,longwire antenna 73!...YO3CIY. 73 to organizers all participants from JACK...YO3GNF. Tnx for QSOs...
YO3JW. KENWOOD TS-590 + ICOM IC-2KL 500W Max, Ant: 3el. YAGI + Dipole 80/40M...YO3RU. I OBSERVED THE CONTEST RULES TCVR HOME MADE 100W DIPOLE ANT...
YO4BEX. I OBSERVED THE CONTEST RULES TCVR FT77
100W VERTICAL ANT...YO4GPC. IC7600 + OFC MB Dipole.
Thanks everyone I managed to work. 73!...YO4NF. Many station,
good propagation in 80M tnx to all 73 gl dx de Zoli...YO5OHY.
Authorized 08.11.2016...YO7MSJ. Trx: FT747gx inv.L antenna
100W...YO8RZJ. RIG: TS830S; ANT: DIPOL...YO8THG. Only
CHECK LOG!...YO9FYP. Trx: YAESU FT-920 100W Aerial WINDOM...YO9IAB. All The Best!...YO9NCL. RIG: TS-450S; ANT:
GP...YO9RAO. RIG: TS2000X; ANT: Inverted V...YO9XC.
GREAT CONTEST...YP3A. 73...YTØI. Classic Operator (CLASSIC)...YTØZ. 28.09.2015...YT5DEY. 73...YT5L. CONDX very
bad for real QRP...YU1LM. Rookie, first licence since February
2016...YU3EEA. 73...YU3EMA. Rookie, licence since March
2017...YU3EYL. 73...YU3VIP. 73...YU4JAN. 73...YU4LED. 73...
YU4MLL. 73...YU4MOM. 73...YU4NSL. RADIO CLUB VENEZOLANO CARACAS...YV5TNT. EXCELENT CONDITIONS ON
SUNDAY DESPITE THE POWER OUTAGES AND RAIN HOPE
HAVE BETTER CONDITIONS FOR THE CW PART REALLY
ENJOY THE CONTEST SEE NEXT MONTH...YV6BXN. FT101E Dipole...Z35F. TS-480HX 200W, G5RV, 40M Delta loop...
Z35M. Totally enjoyable as always. Operators: Alan ZL1RQ,
Graeme ZL1SG, and Maurice ZL2MF, ably supported by ZL2MF’z
XYL Gillian and junior op Oliver A Great weekend in the winterless North of NZ...ZL1RQ. Actual TX Power: 100W. Some what
trying conditions for this little pistol station. It is unfortunate that
10M band didn’t open up for me and north eastern heading had
poor conditions. Anyway had fun and consider that the score
reflects how it was with Hex beam and wire dipoles and 100W.
73 to all...ZL1YE. This contest was a real nightmare! First off I
had had a windstorm destroy my 20 and 15M quad some month’s
ago. I needed replacement antennas. I decide to build a plumber’s
delight yagi for 15M and place it over my 10M 5-el. yagi. The construction took longer than anticipated (as always!) and I only managed to get it completed by about 0800 UTC on the Saturday.
This took out my Saturday morning 40M short path to USA opening which I was relying on. There was still no 20M antenna so I
put up a very low (about 8m high) dipole for 20M. So the antenna situation was as follows: No 80M antenna, a 40M wire MOXON
rectangle at 20M high beaming at North America, a lowish dipole
for 20M, a 3-el. yagi for 15M (ARRL antenna book design with a
gamma match) and my trusty GØKSC designed 5-el. OWA yagi
for 10M. After starting using my ICOM IC 736 barefoot (100W) all
seemed ok until suddenly its tuning knob seized up solid on me!
So now I had a rig which wasn’t really useable. At this stage I went
and fetched my Kenwood TS 50 and used this for the rest of the
contest. If this wasn’t enough it appeared that the bands were suffering a severe lack of sunspots as the conditions were somewhat
lacklustre. (you know conditions are bad when you call K3LR and
don’t get a response!) All in all though a fun time was had and I’m
looking forward to the CW test in a few weeks time when I hope
to have a 20M yagi made and installed and also a vertical for
80M...ZS2NF. Computers refuse to work when you want them
to...ZS6BRZ.

USA QRM
Great contest! Hoping to add to my 80M country total...AA1SU.
First licensed 10-19-2015...AB1YK. Propagation much better
than expected. Not great, but decent...AB2TC. RESUBMISSION.
Contains all 128 QSOs now...ACØDQ. Just licensed 2 weeks ago
- What an awesome contest!...AC3BQ. 160m propagation did not
favor my locale. Had lots of fun...AC4G. What is meant by “certificate” in the line above?...ADØH. 2nd biggest surprise - working JA on 15M Sunday 1st biggest surprise - working YE2A on
15M Sunday. 15M was better than I expected on Saturday. I could
not operate during the European window on Sunday. I did not
hear a peep on 10M Saturday but worked a handful of stations to
the south on Sunday afternoon (zones 8/9/11/12/13). I did not
work any USA stations, so could have had a least three more
country mults...AD1C. Thank you, everyone, for the politeness
shown during difficult contacts. My first time submitting a
log!...AD7BI. Thanks!...AD7MM. Operated 16.5 hrs...AE6YB.
Nice 10M opening to Central/South American Sunday morning...AE7VA. 2nd year Rookie, had a great time with my portable
setup!...AG5DB. Thx to DX for working with us low power, antenna challenged operators...AG7AA. Frst test in years Wire OCF
dipole...AI3Z. Always fun! Thank you!...AI6IN. 100W with attic
40M CFZ...KØBWQ. Guess things have changed since my last
CQWW (’99?). Had to get N1MM log prorgram to convert my
DX4WIIN file to Cabrillo format. I should have used N1MM in the
first place...KØEV. Very first DX contest. Sure hope all these guys
get credit for their work...KØLBR. FOR CHECKING PURPOSES...KØOI. Condx better on Sunday had fun doing 99% S &
P...KØOU. Operating time 1:15...KØRC. 15 and 10M were better than I expected...KØSCO. Heard a lot of stations that couldn’t
hear me. Had a good time. Looking forward to a little better band
conditions next year. Thanks for your work in hosting the contest...K1AUS. 73...K1BZ. First Licensed on Nov. 3, 2016...
K1DVL. Licensed 2015...K1ECU. Even with a storm on the horizon, and possible SKYWARN activation, I still had time to enjoy
a little of this contest. Always fun!...K1MTD. Not sure what to put
in here...K1XM. THIS LOG IS A CHECK ONLY...K2GG. I never
expected to be heard overseas operating SSB...K2JF. First
licensed 07-Jul-2015...K2MV. DIFFICULT TO BREAK THRU AT
SUNSET - EU TO EU...K2RR. Tough going with a multi-band vertical, hi...K2TE. 05/10/2017 ROOKIE...K3ABE. K3CCR is the club
station at the Collington continuing-care retirement community at
FM 18OW in MD, just east of DC. For CQWW SSB 2017, N3UM
and W3GB operated Multi-Two Assisted. As two retiree ops, we’re
ready to stay up late OR get up early, but no longer do both in the
same overnight. We used our new JK Falcon beam (2-el. on 40M
and 4-el. on 20M) for the first time in a DX contest. It did very well.
On 40M we got 2X as many Qs and nearly 2X as many mults as
we did in 2015 and 2016 CQ SSB using a good high inverted V.
On 20M we got almost 2X as many Qs and a dozen or so more
mults than in recent years, and made single-band DXCC. We were
surprised at our good 15 and 10M results with SFI so low. We
found it productive on all bands to switch among clicking on spots,
CQing, and tuning, changing when the band map was worked out
or the run or S&P rate fell. Tuning found many loud CQing stations that had not been spotted. Run freqs were scarce. We got
a few fast but short runs, 100/hr but only for a few tens of minutes. We were happy with our final claimed score, our best in CQ
SSB and better than N3UM got in 12 years of SOHP. We worked
116 total countries. It was fun to work rare and/or distant mults
5T, BY, FR, JT, SV5, and KHØ...K3CCR. 3 X-QSOS ON WRONG
VFO NICE TO WRK 4S7AYG ON LP. ONLY UK HEARD G3TXF
CALLED FOR 20 MIN NO Q!...K3EST. DB-18 180 feature was
handy on JA/SA openings...K3IE. Late start. Old guy...K3JD. First
time entering the CQWW DX SSB Contest. 73...K3LT. Only wire
antennas in the trees...K3NDM. At K4QPL...K3TD. Band condi-

tions on 160M were very challenging for QRP (5W)...K3TW. DISAPPOINTING...K3URT. Sure was nice to have 15M to EU
again...K3WJV. Guests departed around 1600 UTC Saturday, so
I drove the 160km to the shack in WV expecting to put in a “classic” 20-24 hours. However, problems with software used with my
SDR and an operator error required more time to be spent on
equipment than actual operating. I’m still working to fix an audio
delay problem that at times made operating impossible. The
delights of modern SDR. Mid-afternoon Sunday thunderstorms
struck, winds increased, and the temperature plummeted to 3
degrees Celsius (37 Fahrenheit). I took that as a sign to leave.
But I did make at least one QSO on each band. Interesting to find
one lonely signal on 10M at 1445 Sunday. It was CR3A working
VU2 and EU before he heard me, I would guess off the side of
his beam. JR8YLW also was worked on 40M with my trapped
dipole at 1201, 20 minutes after sunrise...K3ZJ. First Licensed
10-22-2015 Worked 5 contacts near contest beginning that were
OOB...K4AFE. Licensed 06-2017...K4AKK. Thanks CQ...
K4EOR. Good conditions even if limited to two bands...K4KAY.
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS TRIP THRU SATURDAY OCT. 28
MORNING AND ACTION ITEMS POST THAT TRIP AND SICK
(COLD) THRU ENTIRE WEEKEND...K4QR. My thanks to all
those who struggled to copy my weak signal...K4SXT. Thanks a
lot for the fun. Enjoyed my 3rd CQWW SSB contest!...K4VBM.
First licensed as KM4KGZ on May 4, 2015...K4VDX. 73...K4WLG.
I was just licensed in 2016. I enjoyed this contest...K5LGX. All
had a good time. The newbies learned alot...K5LRW. I was working DX in the CQWW Phone contest...K5QY. Horrible line noise
and two broken antennas – a prescription for a quick QRT. I was
able to copy LU2DKT calling me on 160 for at least a moment of
fun. Of course, some helpful soul berated me for not hearing some
statesiders calling me off the back and sides of the Beverage.
Ham radio is mostly crotchety old men these days and they are
getting older and more crotchety by the day!...K5RX.
05/2015...K5SVV. I wish more DX had checked 10M...K5XU.
Highlight was a 263 hour on 15M Saturday morning!...K5ZD. This
log is to replace previous submission. Note: the software did not
score 3pts for my second entry and I am not able to correct the
log...K6BEW. Conditions were tough. I struggled to get to
100...K6MUG. Another great contest. I had an extremely enjoyable weekend...K6PGH. What a blast. Thanks so much, I had
fun!...K6TER. Bands not too bad.10M opened Sunday afternoon
for some nice Qs to SA. Tnx to all for the Qs. CU on cw...K7ABV.
Fun contest!...K7BVT. First licensed 05/20/2016...K7HKR.
Camped out in Central Cascades and enjoyed hunt and pounce
in an evening...K7RMZ. Licensed 08/14/15...K7VNC. Started this
one just to keep in practice on a SSB contest as my station needs
better conditions to be competitive. With a flux of only 75 my expectations were fairly low. Fri nite began with moderate conditions as
there were no solar storms degrading things. As time passed it
was clear this would be on of those events where he who keeps
his butt in the chair and grinds it out will win. 15M was open to
ASIA at the beginning. Within minutes I found VK9CI calling CQ
unanswered and snagged him fairly easily which brightened my
day considerably. If it wasn’t for the local power line noise I would
have done much better on the low bands. I Went to bed around
2 a.m. & didn’t get back to the radio until Sat afternoon. Both 15
& 20M were doing well with loud Asians rolling in mixed w/the
usual Caribbean/SA suspects holding forth. I went to bed around
10 p.m. to chase the morning path to EU on 20M which was not
great but certainly workable with some repeats of info. Worked a
4S7 on 20M Long-path which really made me smile as its been
many years since that has happened! The best surprise of the
weekend was when 10M opened mid afternoon to SA and later
the S PAC! Worked the band hard looking for every Mult/Q I could
find. Only tried to run stations a couple of times with limited suc-

cess so almost all of the weekend was Hunt and Pounce. All in
all I am happy with the results of almost 500 Qs and several new
ones on various bands. On old IC-746 driving a AL-80B to 800W
or so. All Antennas Homebrew. 160M Inv L @ 30’, 80M/40M Fan
Inv Vee @ 38’, 20M 3-el. Mono-bander @ 43’, 15M 3-el. Monobander @ 30’, 10M 4-el.Mono-bander @ 25’. See you in SS CW!
73s de Tim, DM09jh...sk...K7XC. First licensed in 2016...K8PJK.
Nice to see some 10M openings to South America...K8YSE.
Paper log typed by VE3EJ...K9JDV. Society of Midwest
Contesters...K9KE. ROOKIE First license 2016...K9TWW. Had
a GREAT time this year!...KA3MTT. Every CQWW seems to have
a distinct personality all its own...KA3PCX. Only a few hours on
Sunday due to illness. Sorry for the rough voice...KA6BIM. Love
15M...KBØGUS. My first CQWW contest from W2. Usually operate from new home QTH in VK2. Such different condtions and
more activity on the bands. Other than Murphy showing up with
Rig and Interface problems, lots of fun...KB2KDP. Great contest!...KB4MG. Sorry didn’t have more time to operate...KB6OJE.
First licensed 21 DEC 2017. First CQWW contest...KB8ABJ. First
return to CQWW not since 2012, had a great year!...KB8ZGL. 2
watts 1.625” hardline to a 3-el. beam...KB9NKM. DATE FIRST
LICENCED 09/24/2015...KC1ELF. Some of my RST reports may
be incorrect...KC1FYB. It was fun. Thank you...KC3EWJ.
Kenwood ts590sg, 100W, 80M delta loop antenna...KC3HEO.
9/26/2017...KC3JUZ. My 3rd contest ever and only the second
to actually submit a log...KC9PKF. Hope to be more active next
year...KD1O. 1st time user...KD2FQQ. LICENSED OCTOBER
2015...KD2JQG. 3.5 hours of fun...KD2KW. Casual run on
Sunday only, after some time away from HF. It was a struggle this
year, as the bands overall still seem to be a in a state of decline,
and I’m on a small indoor station. Nevertheless, it was fun to get
back into HF contesting again...KD4ACG. In Memory of Phoenix,
the DX Dog. 2003-Dec. 19, 2016. He was always in the shack
with me...KD4QMY. Ten-Tec Orion, THP HL-1.5KFX, 146’ End
Fed Wire...KD5UVV. Hilltop portable, generator powered, 100W
to vertical & dipole. Great fun!...KD6RMS. Bands were not good
for a low power station entry...KD9MS. Rookie...KEØCRP.
Licensed 05/19/16...KEØJFZ. Rookie 7/10/17...KEØNWG.
Operated with Inverted V on 20M and 40M for about 6 Hours.
Limited antennas and low power were big limitations...KEØOR.
Did better than I thought, but didn’t make my goal score of 1 meg,
although not bad for a 43 foot vertical...KE1IH. I need to correct
one mistake. See corrected log entry...KE1Q. Added a TH2 @33’
and the ZS6BKW @55’ and the TH2 added great fun to the hi
bands for 10,15 & 20M during the low end of the SS cycle, it performed better than expected at a low height. Lots of S&P but some
runs on 15 & 20M made great fun but lost the wire antennas
Sunday night with two 75’ trees blew down, be back next year
with other low band antennas for a small lot...KE2TR. First time
uploading...KE3GK. Paper log typed by VE3EJ...KE4FVU.
Rookie...KE4PLT. Low points, but thought I’d throw my hat in
there...KE8EAS. Date Licensed = 04-08-2015...KG2DWS. 100W
and a wire!...KG5KRZ. VERY NOISY CONDITIONS! But, I still
had fun contacting DX stations. 73...KG8FE. Minimal Condx here.
FT-3000D/AL-80B/160M OCF dipole @ 40ft. 500W...KG9Z. Com
Tech amp dies around 06:30Z Sat night...KI7M. First Licensed on
March 15th, 2017 Still very new to radio and contesting Any
help/critique appreciated...KI7MAT. Operated only on 15M this
time. My thanks to the contest organizers...KJ8O. Power=80W,
antenna=G5RV dipole, equipment=TS570S, grid=FM18eu
Thanks for the fun!...KK4BZ. Bands really opened up on Sunday!..
.KK4RV. First Licensed 2015...KK6VZE. Rookie (2016)...
KK6ZUU. RADIO IS A STOCK YAESU FT-817ND. MAXIMUM
POWER OUTPUT WAS UNDER 4W...KK7VL. First licensed
11/04/2014...KM4FLU. It was obvious this year, that due to the
poor band conditions, 100W and a wire were totally insuficient to

be competitive in a DX contest. it was very difficult making the few
contacts I logged. the other stations had a hell of a time pulling
my call out of the noise...KM4HVE. Licensed October 2015, 1st
time entry...KM4ODS. 2-26-16...KM4RKT. 14 year old operator.
Licensed on 03/15/2016...KM4SII. Great contest but not so great
band conditions. Conditions seemed better on Sunday compared
to Saturday. Lots of European stations coming through to the west
coast on 20M Sunday morning and early afternoon. Conditions
last year were much better. Only wish we had better propagation
on 10M...KM6JD. First contest I ever entered. Sunny sky with
blustery wind Froze to death but enjoyed it...KNØBBY. CLASSIC
and ROOKIE with FCC grant on July 27, 2017...KN4EWI. Good
to be on the air...KOØZ. I wasn’t well enough to operate but I
turned on the radio Saturday AM and 15 was HOT! Sat down and
operated off and on when I could. Back-to-back 250+ hours on
SUNDAY was a first for me! Great fun and wonderful to work old
and new friends as always. My best wishes to those contesters
and their countries as they rebuild from the damage of those terrible hurricanes. Tnx for the Qs and the mults! 73 Bob...KQ2M.
Not expecting a score. Just to help others verify contacts with
me...KQ6RS. The first 9 hours were a real slog. Things improved
from there. I still get a huge thrill working each QSO with QRP
power...KR2Q. Wow, heard only 1 DX stn on 80M Sat. eve, 6Y1LZ
that I chased for 2 hours before finally getting him and then was
about to QSY to 40M when I heard CN2A who disappeared quickly but what followed was a pipeline to zone 33 for 2 hours and
worked more Africans on 80M ssb than ever before including
CN2A later on-amazing with random length homebrew mess of
wires with a tuner @ only 40’ here!...KS7T. Had a good time as
always...KT4FQ. The operator was in WA state and station in
VA...KU1CW. 45 minutes before the contest the Alpha blew a
fuse. No back up amp. With only wire antennas I was not competitive...KU4V. Rig: Elecraft KX3 Transmission power: 12-15W
Antenna: 35.5’ end-fed wire sloping from 25’...KW4LY. Put up
new-to-me SteppIr at new NJ QTH and this was shake down
cruise. Weak link in the setup was the OLD operator. Had
fun!...KZ2I. Used 5W QRP to dipole antenna at 65 feet. Many
heard, few worked...KZ3I. This is my first CQWW log entry, please
use this as a check log only...NØNZG. Played around a little. Did
mostly DX chasing. The 15 and 40M bands were very good...
NØODK. Bands seemed a little weak. Nice openings into Europe
and SA. First time for the SteppIR in CQWW. I like it!...NØOST.
Tough conditions this year – really tough to break through the
QRM/QRN. Only had a couple of hours to operate too...NØUK.
15M single band entry...NØWRK. KX3/PX3/KXPA100...N1SER.
Radios: Elecraft K3 w/KPA-500, ICOM IC-756 PROII with PW1
Logging Software: N1MM TX Antenna: TA-33 for 20/15/10M |
160/80/40M Dipoles...N2CW. Trying assisted this time. Not sure
if I will stay assisted but we’ll see...N2RJ. 15M just exploded
Saturday morning!...N2SR. Conditions OK. Seemed like many
stations had good signal but I had a bit of trouble getting back to
them...N2UJN. I wasn’t going to bother with the contest, but
thought why not, and spent some time Sunday working it just for
fun. Well, those few hours changed my shack. I took the KWM380 off the operating table and put it over on the “vintage” side of
the shack. I put TS-590SG on the table instead, and I’m still busy
making other changes to the “modern” side of the shack. I might
actually do this for score next time. I’ve never been much of a
contester, but that may have changed!...N3CMI. Not as much fun
as I had hoped for...N3RS. My first DX contest. Really helped
toward a DXCC...N3XKB. I never intend to win. Just to enjoy operating and enter a log...N4CU. Thank you...N4GDX. ROOKIE...
N4IHS. TX: Ten-Tec OMNI 6+ Antenna: 2-el. yagi at 60 ft Logging:
N3FJP...N4IJ. No score claimed. Just a casual operation...N4JR.
Enjoyed the brief time I got to play!...N4NTO. Forgot about the
lower part of the cycle. Things always come to life during the

CQWW. Things coming in from all over the place for most of the
day. Thanks again to CQ for sponsoring this great event...N4PN.
Good way to spend a rainy weekend at our mountain
house!...N4PSE. 500W to 3-el. tri-band yagi...N4QS. Missed several countries, condx poor, sigs weak. Always Fun!...N4RJ. First
CQWW in 15 years. N1MM Logger best ever!...N4UK. First
Licensed 07/19/2016 as KM4VLK. New call N4VLK issued
10/12/16...N4VLK. All S&P Lots of good signals...N5KB. Cut short
by a power outage but had fun. Fun is what it’s all about...N5KDA.
My first CQWW contest. Minimal antenna but I worked some new
DX. Fun!...N5LXI. Licensed as KE8CRD 12-07-2015 Vanity call
N5MKY issued 02-12-2016...N5MKY. Thanks to all for the fun.
Great operators out there worldwide...N5OCO. First contest using
my new 43’ vertical instead of temporary OCF dipole or attic antennas. I’m exhausted! I wish there was an exclusive 100W 24-hour
DX contest! That would be awesome – or it might be really quiet.
I wish to say Thank You to CQ Magazine and everyone involved
in hosting this contest and rating entries – and to all the DX stations who worked me even though I wasn’t easily heard. I also
want to thank N1MM for providing such a great contest logging
program – Wow!...N5ZY. Score increased by 11,000 over last
year...N6AJ. 10M is alive!...N6KN. 1st contest submission...
N6PS. I almost gave up after struggling through Saturday. Slept
6 hours on Sunday morning. When I got up conditions had
improved. Even 10M took off. Plenty of Europe on 20 and 15M.
Debated about going to the 20M zoo in the last minutes of the
contest. I did and it paid off. VK9CZ was the second station I
worked. See everyone in the CW segment!...N6RV. ROOKIE SEP
11, 2015...N6SAC. Always a great time operating this one!...
N6WM. Rig: Yaesu FTDX-5000, 2K-FA Ant: SteppIR @ 54 ft. Had
a great time playing in the pileups. TU es Best 73 to all,
Bill...N6WS. Medium Power 350W, using Icom 7300, into Comet
H-422 rotating dipole...N6YFM. Icom IC-706MK-2G,a MA5B up
22 ft., and a ZS6BKW dipole up 40 feet...N7MZW. Portable 6 from
Crescent City, California...N7RVD. Conditions better than expected lots of calls not previously in Super Check Partial LIDs still calling and calling instead of listening...N7WY. Used FT-897D on battery power running 35 to 50W...N8BGR. Surprising good
conditions...N8BI. FIRST TIME IN MANY YEARS OPERATING
LOW POWER AND SINGLE BAND. CONDITIONS WERE QUITE
GOOD. FOR LOW PART OF SUNSPOT CYCLE, THAT WAS
QUITE UNANTICIPATED...N8DE. COULD’NT DEVOTE THE
TIME I WANTED SO NOT AT ALL CLOSE TO LAST YEARS
SCORE, BUT ENJOYED EVERY MINUTE. BETTER TO HAVE
CONTESTED THAN NO TEST AT ALL! THANKS ALL FOR
ANOTHER GREAT EXPERIENCE!...N8GLS. Very good condx
on 20 and 15. Vast majority of QSOs S&P, was only able to run
well on 20 Sunday 19Z...N8II. Had fun with limited time...N8TCP.
Go MRRC GO!...N8YXR. Really no antenna...N9GG. Conditions
were great except for the brick wall to JA on the low bands...N9RV.
No time to play Friday night, and only a little over an hour Saturday
(XYLs 60th “B”day). So decided to put my efforts into a SB 15M
operation. Conditions not bad for the bottom of the sun spot cycle.
But still tough for low power and low antenna. S&Pd my way
through 15m Sunday, watching the spots and listening for new
calls to work. Spent way to much time in the pileup for FR4QT for
two new mults. I’m guessing I burned a good 45 minutes or more
calling, but finally did get him in the log. I was hoping for some JA
and other Pacific to pop up late in the day Sunday, but prop from
that part of the world never materialized. I was able to get A31MM
and one ZL in the log, and a few KH6, but prop to Pacific was light
with some deep QSB. Atmosperic noise (noise floor) in that direction 240 - 320 degrees was 10 to 15 DB higher than to EU and
SA most of the day. Was hoping for DXCC, but was not meant to
be. Still had fun. Not too bad for the sun spot bottom. N9TF Rig,
Elecraft K3s 100W to 2-el. triband at 37’. 73 Gene...N9TF. First

time running this contest. Only worked on Sunday. Had a great
time...N9UDO. Part Time effort, S&P only...N9VPV. Another great
CQ contest. Had a power outage Sat. afternoon. 73...NC4MI. I
only had a few hours on Sunday afternoon so tried to make the
best of it...NDØC. Got a few hours in after getting back from our
annual vacation to the Epcot International Food and Wine Festival.
100% S&P...NF4A. Fun test! Decided to just try 40M and really
enjoyed it! Hunting and pouncing produced some good DX and
then worked the Antarctic station who gave me Zone 39 and a
weather report of -44 degrees F. LOL...NF7E. My highest contest
score ever!...NK8Q. Only a very part time effort due to famiy and
work schedules. Decided to do single-band 80M and try to raise
my DXCC totals on 80. Rig - Flex 6500. Antenna - Inverted L (35
up and 35 over) with one poor radial. Not a great antenna system, but I made a few contacts...NM9P. Always a lot of fun. Very
busy weekend so just a little operating time...NN2NN. Many
thanks to John, N3HBX for use of his awesome station!...NN3W.
Post Hurricane Irma, I’m without my 40M Moxon. All of my rotating antennas slipped in their rotors, and don’t point in the correct
direction. I haven’t been able to get up the towers to fix them. I’ve
also picked up some hellacious QRN, but it only started the week
before the contest. So, good thing I only ever planning on playing around...NN4X. 03-02-2016...NQ5M. Remote operation...
NR3X. Great Contest! Thanks to all who worked to make this a
successful contest...NT4Z. Paper log entered by VE3EJ...NYØT.
Family-first, holiday-style, great conditions, thanks to all for the
QSOs...NZ3O. No ten, but 15M was better than expected...
WØCP. ROOKIE 04/2016...WØDDP. Paper log typed by VE3EJ...
WØPPF. Fun contest even worked a few on 10M. 73 John...
WØYJT. First licensed July 17, 2015 as KC1EDI...W1AKI. ROOKIE...W1FOY. One antenna for all bands: wire, 70 ft (21m) long
and 30 ft (9m) high...W1HIS. 8-23-16...W1MKW. Thank you for
sponsoring the contest. It was a fun weekend on the radio...
W1QK. Major fundraiser for Kitty Quarters cat rescue took precedent...W1RM. Various family affairs won out except for a few
hours...W1VEM. I’m not an SSB guy, so I started out just “giving
out points,” but I got hooked, and had a low-key, but enjoyable
time. Not a big score, but a fun time, nevertheless. TNX to all
those worked...W2AAB. Please tell me what I have won...W2PIP.
ROOKIE Thank you!...W2XK. Date of first License 02-172017...W3JRD. This is my 1st contest. Thank you...W3LES.
Fun!...W3MMM. A3S and A4S on the ground undergoing
repair/upgrades. Gain antennas limited to 15-4CD. Great condx
on 15M...W3SM. Licensed March 2016...W3XOX. Antennas were
way too low. Going up next weekend. Fun contest anyway...
W3ZR. MY SECOND CONTEST. NOT SURE ABOUT SCORING. DID THE BEST I COULD. THANKS! HAD A GREAT
TIME!...W4CWM. Some new antennas gave additional options,
thanks to my antenna party crew...W4EEY. IC-7300...W4GHV.
Date First Licensed: January 30 2015. 73...W4LID. Run ’em...
W4ML. Rookie attempt. General license granted 08/30/2017...
W4POT. Operator/computer error limited my activity...W4WNT.
Best fun was on 75M Europe, Africa, Hawaii, S America...W5CO.
Nice to hear 15M open so well. Great fun in the greatest contest...W5KU. New email address the first was rejected by you from
the other email...W5YBT. Licensed in 2015...W5YYA. Thanks for
all the QSOs...W6JCW. Check Log only...W6JJY. No VK nor ZL
on 20M, only one ZS!...W6KW. KK6QKQ Granted 11/19/14...
W6MOB. This is my first ever contest submission. Licensed in
2017...W6NYA. Sorry I had trouble converting to Cabrillo from
ADIF. Thanks for the help!...W6OLA. Conditions were tough from
start to finish, especially for QRP!...W6QU. I have not looked at
DX Contest rules since I was K2IEG in NY back in the 1960s.
Therefore, my aim was not to enter the contest per se, but merely to work a few new countries under this (W6RBC) callsign. I had
no way to calculate a score easily, or I would have done so.

Thanks. Barry...W6RBC. My first contest submission, enjoyed
hearing lots of DX. Many more than heard me!...W6RJM. Only
had Tri-band antenna up this year...W7CAR. Fun...W7MEM.
Checklog...W7WVF. 40M dipole @ 20 ft 500W...W7ZCU. I hope
this entered info assists in verifying contacts...W8DFW. Case
Western Reserve University’s club station...W8EDU. Condx were
not great but lots of stations on the air...W9GT. Is Classic overlay 24 total hours or 24 contiguous hours?...W9GYK. Great to be
in SSB contest again, no beep, beep, beep...W9IIX. A whole lot
more fun then last year. Started slow but finished with a big
bang!...W9RE. Just a bunch of alligators...W9WB. Always good
to work the world!...W9YK. CABRILLO IS CONFUSING. I DID
THE BEST I COULD. THE BEST I AM GOING TO DO. SO IF
SOMETHING IS WRONG, PLEASE FIX IT. ADDITIONALLY, I
REALIZE I SHOULD HAVE SENT THIS IN DAYS AND DAYS
AGO, BUT I KNEW I WOULD NOT WIN ANYTHING ANYWAY.
SO, THIS IS BEING SENT NOW, AT YOUR REQUEST. CONSIDERING ALL THE TIME I PUT INTO CABRILLOIZATION, I
FIGURE I DESERVE A CERTIFICATE. 73...WAØILD. I rarely
operate phone, so thought I would try something diferent. Wow
40M using SSB is tough work! Still glad I was here. 2-el. at 70

ft...WA1FCN. Made QSOs on 160, 80, 40, 20, and 15M. Inverted
L, and kt-34...WA2ALY. Computer problems started causing the
wrong band and freq data to be entered so I gave up before the
end of the contest. Better luck next year I guess...WA2BFW.
Better condx than last year Love doing this contest...WA2QAU.
See 3830.com...WA3AER. Vertical Antenna...WA3DMD.
THANKS TO THE OPERATORS AT V26B AND AT PJ4Q FOR
THE 6 BANDS...WA3EKL. First CQ DX SSB Contest. Lots to
learn. Sorry about being late with the log...WA3YNF. Paper log
typed by VE3EJ...WA4HXC. Not as much time due to family
activites. Conditions better than last year. Thanks for contacts and
looking forward to 10M next year...WA5WFE. My great grandson
was born on Sunday! Still finished the contest. hihi...WA6KHK.
Operated remote from Tokyo, Japan...WA6URY. Fun! Heard 45
unique countries on my 15W and a wire...WA7CPA. Licensed in
2017...WA7JBM. Sore throat start, no voice keyer. Really like my
RF-Kits Amp!...WA8Y. Special thanks to W2YC for the use of his
superb contest station...WB2P. We had fun!...WK1DS. Rookie
09-15-2016...WM4CH. Awesome team! Stayed with it to the
end...WW4LL.

